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ABSTRACT

Australia has been extensively involved in space activities of
one sort or another since the 1950s. In many @ses, proiects undertaken
in Australia or Australian products have been at the veqy forefront of
international developments. But the Australian activity has always
been uneven and fitful. Opportunities havebeen lost and inveshnents
wastd. We have lacked a national space policy capable of providing
coherenceand direction to this activity.

This monograph provides a comprehensive assessment of the
defence elements of an Australian space policy. It describes in some
detail Australia's defence space. activities, including the ioint
Australian/US facilities at Pine Gap and Numrngai; the DSD
SATCOM SIGINT facilities; Ausbalia's involvement in the US Defence
Satellite Communications System (DSCS) and the US Naq/s Fleet
Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM) system; Australia's
involvement in navigatiory positioning and geodetic satellite systems;
Australia's defence satellite communications programs; and the space-
related activities of the Defence Science and Technology Organisation
(DSTO).

Ihe monograph disorsses four principal aspects of defence-
civil cooperation with respect to space activities - the exploitation for
national purposes of the skills and experience extant in Aushalia's
defence and intelligence space activities; the benefits to Defence of the
capabilities developed in the Austsalian aerospac€ industry; the need
to coordinate defence and civil infrashuctural development projects
with respect to space; and the possibilities for defencecivil cooperation
with respect to satellite surveillance and environmental monitoring
prcgrams and capabilities.

Finally, it addresses practical and mechanical considerations
concerning the coordination of Ausbalia's defence, intelligence and
civil space activities. It argues that the appropriate machinery for
coordination should be based on the existing Australian Space Board
(ASB) and Aushalian Space Office (ASO), and it concludes with some
proposals for strengthening this machinery, including more effective
incolporation of Australia's defence and intelligence space activities in
a national Ausbalian space policy.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Australia has been extensively involved in space activities of
one sort or another since the 1950s. In many cases, proFrts undertaken
in Australia or Australian products have been at the very forefront of
international developments. But the Australian activity has always
been uneven and fitful. Opportunities have been lost and inveshnents
wasted. We have lacked a national space policy capable of providing
coherence and direction to this activity.

The Woomera Rocket Range, which involved an inveshnent of
nearly $600 million in then-year dollars or nearly $4 billion at present
values,l making it one of the largest national infrastructure prolects of
the post-War period, was used for a variety of major space'related
activities. The missile range instrumentation equipment installed in
the mid-1950s, together with a US Miniback Radar Tracking Station
and a Baker-Nunn Camera Optical Tracking Station specially installed
in1957, were used to track and monitor telemetry transmissions from
Sputnik I, launched on 4 October 1957. Ten years later, on 29

November 1967, Australia's first satellite, WRESAT (1967-1184),

designed and built by a team at the Weapons Research Establishment
(WRE) at Salisbury, was successfully launched from Woomera.2 On 28

October 1971, the British Prospao utility experimental satellite (7971-

93A) was also successfully launched from Woomera.3

Close cooperation with the US National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) was instituted during the 1960s, based
formally on an Agreement Relating to Space Vehicle Tracking and
Communications of 26 February 1960. This cooperation reached its
peak, in terms of satellite tracking, communications and data
acquisition facilities, and manpower, in the second half of the 1960s,

2

3

The cost of the Woomera foint Project in then-year and 1986

dollars is given in Peter Morton, Fire Auoss The Desert: Woomra
and the Anglo-Australian loint Project, 1.946-1980, (Australian
Govemment Publishing Service, Canberra, 1989), pp.544, 553.

lbid., chapter 24.
lbid., chapter 25.
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lnboiluction 3

when the American marured space program(Gemini and Apollo) was at
its apogee. In September 1969, for example, the NASA installations in
Australia i:ncluded Deep Space Station 41 at Island lrg*t, Woomera
(which also housed the Baker-Nunn Camera SC-23); Deep Space
Station 42 at Tidbinbilla, ACT; Carnan'on Tracking and Data
Acquisition Station, in WA; Honeysuckle Creek Tracking Station, ;
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network Station at Orroral
Vdley, ACT; and ttre Applicatioru Technology Satellite Station at
Cooby Creek near Toowoomba, Queensland. Earlier, during the
Macury phase of the American marured space Progtam there had been
a NA,SA telenrctry and control facility at Muchea,55 km from Perth.a

Cmperation with the US with respect to defence and
intelligence satellite programs began in the 1960s. In 1961, the US

established a TMtrlET station at Smithfield, SA, as part of. its Transit
navlgational satellite program whidr was designed primarily to
provide navigational support to US fleet ballistic missile (FBM)

submarines.5

The largest and most important US space defence/intelligence
facility in Aushalia is the foint Defence Facility - Pine Gap (DF-PG),
which was $tablished near Alice Springs in central Australia in the
late 1960s under an agreement signed in December 1965. With 11

radomes and a staff of some 660 personnel, Pine Gap is one of the
largest satelliE ground stations in the world. Operated by the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA), under the direction of the National
Reconnaissance Office (NRO), the station is responsible for controlling
a small number of US geostationary signals intelligence (SIGINT)

satellites - the nrost secret of all US intelligence collection satellites.
These satellites are designed to collect a wide range of foreign signals,
including blemeFy assodated with Soviet strategic missile tests, radar
emissioru, and telecommunicatiors.6

For a more o<tensive discussion of the NASA facilities in
Australia, see Desmond Ball, A Suitable Piue of Rrz,l F-state:

American lnstallatiotts in Australia, (Hale & Iremonger, Sydney,
1980), chapter 9.
The TRAI{ET station at Smithfield is discussed inibiil., chapter 8.

For a comprehensive discussion of the Pine Gap facility and its
operations, see Desmond Ball, Pine Gap: Australia anil the US

Gastatbrury Sigtub Intelligmce Satellite kogram, (Allen & Unwin,

5

6



a DSarce raspelcts $ Australia's Space Actioitics

Tlre second rnost important US space facility in Australia is the
|oint Defence Facility - Nurnrngar (fDF-N), which was established in
the Woomera restricted area in 1969-1971. It is operated by the US Air
Force Space Command, and is responsible for the control of US
Defense Support Prqgram (DSP) missile early warning satellites
stationed over the eastern hemisphere (DSP-E). These satellites are
designed to provide the first warning of intercontinental batlistic
missile (ICBU liaunches from the Soviet Uniory and are increasingly
also capable of detecting launches of shorter-range missiles from
within their area of view - ie. from the Middle East across South Asia
to East and Southeast Asia.7 There are orrrently four radonrs and a
staff of nearly 500 at the Nuryungar station.S

Since 1957, when a Defense Satellite C-ommunications System
(DSCS) terminal was irutalled at the Naval Communications Station at
North West Cape, WA, some half dozen terminals have been irstalled
in Australia for communicating through the DSCS system. firere are
currently two DSCS terminals at Pine Gap, one at Numrngar, one at
North West Cape, and one at Watsonia Barracks in Melbourne.9

Other facilities in Australia involved in US defence satellite
programs irrclude a US Navy Fleet Satellite Communicatioru

Sydney, 1988). The most recent official fig.rnes concerning the
numbers of radomes and personnel at Pine Gap were provided in
?ine Gap: |oint Facilit/, Ilnnsrd (Serutd,2l August 1990,p.1875.
For a comprehensive discussion of Numrngar and its operatioru,
see Desmond Ball, A fuse For Debate'Ihe US Satellite Statbn at
Nunungar, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 798n. See also Desmond
hll,The IntelligeneWs in tlu Gulf, (Canberra Papers on Stsategy
and Defence No.78, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre,
Australian National University, Canberra, l99lr, pp.613.
Joint Defence Facilities: Radomes and Anterurad, Ilnnwil
( S erute), 29 lvlay 1989, p.l7 42.
See Desrnond Ball, Coile 777: Ausbalia anil the US Defm* Satellite
Communications Systmt (DSC9, (Canberra Papers on Strategy and
Defence No56), Sbategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian
National University, Canberra, 1989), chapter 3.
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(FLTSATCOM) saellite termind at North West Cape,lo and several
terminals for npnitoring US geodetic satellites.ll

Since the late 1970s, the Defence Signals Directorate (DSD) of
the Australian Departrnent of Defence has also been involved in the
operation of satellite ground facilities designed to intercept satellite
signals. DSD cunently maintains satellite signals intelligence (SIGINT)
fadlifies at Stanley Fort in Hong Kong (which became operational in
Dm ard at Shoal Bay near Danpin (which became operational in
1979>, and a third station is under construction at Koiarena, near
Geraldton, nfA. A satellite facility for intelligence conununications is
also maintained at Watsonia Banacks in Melbourne. These DSD
facilities currently constitute one of Australia's largest single space
activities.t2

In the mid-1980s, the Deparbnent of Defence decided to
establish a satellite cornnrunications (SATCOM) component of the
Defence Integrated Secure Communications Network (DISCON).
Known as DEFAUSSAT, the proiect qses a single l2-watt transponder
aboard the Austsdian national domestic satellite (AUSSAT), together
with 11 fixed and four transportable ground stations and a cenbal
conEol cenEe.l3

See Desmond Ball, 'Ihe US Fleet Satellite Communications
(FLTSATCOM) Sptem: The Austsalian Connection', Prcifc
Defmce FeVorler, February 1982, pp.3&33.
See Desrnond Ball,'C'eodetic Satellites', (Reference Paper No.l25,
StraEgic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, C-anberra, October 1984).
See Desmond Ball, Australia's Sectei;t Space Programs, (Canberra
Papers on Shategy and Defence No.43, Strategic and Defence
Studie Cenbe, Australian National University, C-anberra, 1988).
Defence Seeks Tender for Satellite Communications System',
Nans From Defarc No.9185,28 fanuary 1986; ?efence Sigrs
Contsact With Ausbalian C-ompanies for Satellite Earth Station
Systems', Nann FromDefenceNo.42l87,27 March 1987; Bob Beale,
'$50 m Defence Plan for 1990s Sate[itd, Syilney Morning Heralil,6
November l9%, p.8; and 'Satellites and Tracking Stations',
Hansril (Smate), 29 May 1989, p.17 44.
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Australian industry has also become involved in space.
AUSSAT Pty Ltd, a conunercial company established in November
1981, owns and operate Australia's national domestic satellie system.
Australian industry has demonsEated a capability to produce satellite
earth terminals of various sizes, hardware and softruare for remote
sercing sabllib stmctural and seruor sub-systems of various sorb,
and other space producb and services. However, Australia continues
to buy most of its space hardware and services from orrerseas.

Aushalian space activity has been characterised by fits and
starts, lack of cmrdination, and lack of long-term vision and direc{ion.
The facilities at Woomera were disrnantled and/or deotroyed, and
most indusrial research arld development R&D) laborabriee were
essentially closed, during the 1970s.1a The most vigorous continuing
activities, involving US space defence and intelligence programs as
well as Australia's own satellite intelligence activities, have been
'compartnrentalised'for security pulposes to the point where there is
essentially no interaction, in terms of skills, technology or services,
with other segmenb of Ausbalian space activity. On the other hand,
rnany private sector initiatives have naturally occurred with little
governrrent appreciation, let alone endorsement.

Australia camrot afford this state of affairs. The costs of short-
term planning and of a€ctional perspectives and programs are too
great. Space support for the Aushalian Defence Force (ADD will
require significant investsnents - initially for communications and
signals intelligence (SIGINT) purposes, and later, perhaps, for
surveillance. These defence programs should be coordinated closely
with Australia's civil space capabilities and intereots - to eruure that
there is no unnecessary duplication and that civil reeourc€s are used
wherever practicable; and that the defence invesEnents contribute
wherever possible to national development. A viable space industry
and infrastmcture is ibelf a rnaior defence asset.

firis monograph provides a compreheruive assessment of the
defence elernents of an Austsalian space policy. Chapter 2 describes in
some detail Australia's defence space activitiee, including the pint

t4 T.E. Stapiruki, The Development of a Space Capability Within
Australian Industrl/, lourrul of the Bitbh IntaVlanetary Srciety,
(Vo1.41, No.f 2), December 1988, p.679.
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Australian/US facilities at Pine Gap and Numrngar; the DSD
SATCOM SIGINT facilities; Australia's involvement in the US Defense
Satellite C.ommunications System (DSCS) and the US Navy's Fleet
Satel[te C-ommunicatioru GLTSATCOM) system; Australia's
involvement in navigation, posltioning and geodetic satellite systems;
Australia's defence satellite communications programs; and the space.
related activities of the Defence Sclence and Technology OrganisaHon
(DETO).

ChapEr 3 discusses four principal aspecb of defence<ivil
cooperation with respect to space activities - the exploitation for
national purposee of the skills and experience extant in Australia's
defence and irntelligence space activities; the benefits to Defence of the
capabilities developed in the Aushalian aerospace industry; the need
to coordinate defence and civil infrasbuctural development projects
with respect to space; and the possibilities for defencecivil cooperation
with respect to satellite surveillance and environmental monitoring
programs and capabilities.

ChapEr 4 addresses practical and mechanical considerations
concerning the coordination of Austsalia's defence, intelligence and
civil space activities. It argues that the appropriate machinery for
coordination should be based on the existing Australian Space Board
(ASB) and Austsalian Space Office (ASO). Finally, Chapter 5 concludes
themonograph with some proposals for strengthening this machinery,
including nrore effective incorporation of Australia's defence and
intelligence space activities in a national Austsalian space policy.



CHAPTER 2

AUSTITALIA'S DEFENCE SPACE ACTIVITIES
(il fointDefence Facility-Pine Gap (|DF-PG):

The loint Defence Facility - Pine Gap $DF-I€), which is
located sorne 19 km from Alice Springs in central Austsalia, is one of
the largest and most sophisticated satellite ground stations in the
world. It is responsible for controlling a small nurnber of US
geostationary signals inElligence (SIGINT) satellites - the most secret
of all US intelligence collection satellites, with codenarnes such as

Rhyolite, Aquacade andMagnum. 'lhese satellites are designed to collect
a wide range of foreign signals, induding telemetry associated with
Soviet strategic missile tests, radar emissions, and telecommunications.
The program is the operational responsibility of the US Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA), under the direction of the National
Reconnaissance Office (MO).l

The Pine C,ap station became operational in 19702 As of
August 199O there were some 663 persorurel employed at the station -
320 US personnel and 343 Australian personnel.3 The station orrently
consists of 11 satellite ground terminals enclosed in radomes, a huge
computer room, and some 20 other support and service buildings. The
first two antennas/radomes were consbucted in 1958; a further two
were consbuctd in 1969 (one of which was replaced in 19730 the fifth,
sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth were construc{ed in 1971,1977,1980,
1984-85 and 1989;l the tenth and eleventh were conshrlcted in 199G

See Desnpnd Ball, Pine Gap Australia anil tlu US Gustationary
Sigtuls lntelligarce Satellite Program, (Allen & Unwin Australia,
Sydney 1988), chapter 1.
Defencerelated Facilities: Foreign Involvemen(, Ilansril (House
of Rqrxntatioa), l0 October 1978, p.16f.1.
?ine Gap: |oint Facilit5/, Hansril (Senatd,2l August 1990,p.1875.
Desmond Ball, Pine Gap, pp.6149; and 'foint Defence Facilities:
Radomes and Antennad, Hanvril6enatd,29 May 1989,p.1742.

2

3

4
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Figure 4: SCT-35 X-band antenna installed at Pine Gap in 7973 for
operations with the US Defense Satellite Communications System
(DSCS)
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Figure 5: SCT{ X-band antenna installed at Pine Gap in 1980 for
operations with the US Defense Satellite Communications System
(Dscs)
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l99l.s Several of these, including an SCT-35 antenna installed in7973,
an SCT{ antenna irutalled in 198O and two of those installed in 1989-
91, are for communicatioru purposes.

the rnain computer room at Pine Gap is one of the largest in
the world. The computer equipment indudes several IBM
mainframes, a DEC VAX-ll/78O and numerous smaller systems.
Some of these have been inter-netted in unique and sophisticated
arrangements.

The main operatioru building is divided into three principal
sections:

o the Station-keeping Section, which is responsible for
keeping the SIGINT satellites from drifting out of
position and for correctly aligning them towards areas
of interesU

o the Signals Processing Office (SPO), which processes
the enorrnous volume of intercepted signals
transmitted down from the SIGINT satellites; and

. the Signds Analysis Section (SAS), which analyses the
processed SIGINT.

The functional organisation of the Pine Gap station is depicted
sdrematically in Figure 6. Functionally, the most important
management entity is the |oint Reconnaissance Schedule Committeg
which meets daily and which, in accordance with a ]oint
Reconnaissance Schedule issued each month by the NRO National
Reconnaissance Executive Committee, determines the particular
targets for the SIGINI satellites for the ensuring 24 hours.

Since the station became operational in 1970, the number of
persormel has increased from some 440 (of whom about 48 per cent
were Ausbalian personnel) to some 653 (of whom about 52 per cent
were Ausbalians) as at August 1990. However, it is fair to say that, at
least until the last couple of yearc, the involvement of Australian

?ine Gap: foint Facilit/,Hanuril (Snate),2l August 1990,p.7875;
and Greg Tlromas, '$2.7 m Base Home Boosh Radomes Will be
Built by Alice Firm', Canhalian Ailaocate (Alice Springs), 5
September 1990,p.2.
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Figure 6: sdrematic Functional organisation of the pine Gap stadon
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persorurel in the lcey management and operational areas of the station
has been less than satisfactory. Indeed, in the early 1970s, when Pine
Gap began operations with the first Nryolite geostationary SIGINT
satellites, Australian involvement in the facility was quite miserable.
According to an Australian computer oFrator who worked in the
main crmputerroom fromNovember l970to February 1975, the5G50
relationship that was supposed to pertain to staff at Piru Gap induded
very few Australians in the Top Secret area of the facility:

What the Americans did was to make a huge list of all
personnel at the Base, including those in the
unclassified outside perimeters, who included
housemaids for the motel unib, cools, gardenery
labourers, bus drivers and derical staff. This allowed
the Americans to satisfy the 50/50 relationship
admirably, but leaving alrnost entirely all Americaru
in the Top Secret sector.5

By February 1975, there were still onty 14 Ausbalian computer
operators employed at the station (aboui six per cent of the-total
Australian employment at that time). None of these Australians were
employed in supervisory positioru and, indeed, these Ausbalians
believe that there was a deliberate policy to exdude Australians from
these positions.T More importantly, former Australian computer
operators at Pine Gap have stated that Ausbaliaru were exduded from
the critical Signals Analysis Section (SAS) of the facility.s

The first comprehensive official statement on Australian
involvement in the management and operations of the Pine Gap

l.eonre Kealy, ThePine Gap Saga, (Unpublished manuscript, May
1977),p.10.
lbiil., pp5i*56, 6063. See also Leonce Kealy, foreword to The Pine
Gap Disimirution Case, (Unpublished collection of
correspondence concerning discrimination agairut Australian
employees at Pine Gap compild 29 August t97D;and letter from
P.L. Kealy to Lou Bonham, US Chief of Facility, pine C,ap, 12
December 1974.
Interviews with former Australian Pine Gap personnel, October-
November 1981.

6

7
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station was made by the Minister for Defence, Mr Killery on 2 |une
1977:

those Australians and Americans whose briefing has
been authorised by their respective Governmenb are
fully aware of the nature of the work of the facility and
how the facility is operated. Those at the site whose
rcsponsibilities so require have equal right of access to
all parts of the facility and to its activities and all
results of the research. This right of access exdudes
only the 2 national communications rooms of the
operating paflners, to which, in accordance with
standard practice at all irint installations, access is
restricted to preserve national cipher seanrity.
National privacy in this respect, however, does not,
and cannot, extend to denial of knowledge of the
programs and activities of the facility.

The interdependence of the shff in their work and the
physical layout of the various areas of work are such
that the scope of a program being undertaken is clear
to all working there, Austsalian or American, and to
supervisors visiting the areas. Even the most detailed
information can be readily obtained and checked.

Tlre senior Australian on site is the Australian defence
represmtative. He works closely with his United
States counterpart, participating daily in the decision-
making concerned with program activities. He
likewise attends the daily staff conferences and
meetings rcviewing operations. , He has detailed
knowledge and experience of the capability and
activities of the facility and, of course, complete access
at any tirne to all areas and operations. There are
other Australians on the floor working across the
various shifts and prograrns and with unrestricted
acress.9

Mr D.f. Killen, foint Defence Space Research Facility at Pine Gap:
Ministerial Statemenf, Hansaril (House of Rryresaiatlaa), 2 lune
1977,pp.24ll-2412.
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Various new arrangemmts for Australian participation in the
malagement and operatioru of the Pine Gap station were instituted in
the late 1970s and early 1980s. Aushalian personnel were evidently
agproyed for work in the Signals fuialysis Section in 1929{0, and iir
1983, Ore Australian Defence Representative was appointed Chairman
of the foint Reconnaissance Schedule C-ommittee.

More recen0y, important changes to the management and
ggeTtioo3l arrangements it nne Gap iere announced U! tne ltime
Minister, Mr Hawke, on 22 Novembeil988:

At Pine G1p the number of Australians engaged in
the central opera$onal activity is being -steadily

increased. Some of these personnel, who ire drawir
from scientific and intelligence areas of the
Departsnent of Defence, are taking over functions
p.reviously c3ried out by United States employees.
Whereas only a handful of Australian Govirnnrent
personnel was dirrec0y involved in the central work of
9* q.mry_in the 1970s and earty 1980s - contributing
less than 10 p"t cent of the staff there - the proportioi
is scheduled to rise to about 30 per cent ovlr the next
two or three years. But Australians are not only doing
more of the operational work at the facilities.- Undei
the new arrangements we have agreed, Australiars
will carry out more of the sefuor rnanagement
functions at both Pine Gap and Nurmngar.

At Pine Gap, a senior Aushalian defence official will
F."ppgi${ to a newly crcated position as deputy
chief of the facility. Hc will advise and suppori thl
United States chief of the facility in managing the
facility and its activities, and he will itlare
resporuibility with him for that work. He will also
continue to be the officer in charge of the prohibited
area, with ultimab responsibili{r for thi physical
seogity of the facility. Other senior manigdnrcnt
positioru will also be filled by Australians.t0

10 Mr RJ. Flawke, loint Defence Facilities: Ministerial statenrenf,
Hansril (Honsr of Rqrentatioa),22 November l98/.!,, p2939.
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In summary, more than a thousand Australians have worked

at ?ine Gap_srnc9-the station became operational in 1920s, although
only a couple of hundred of these have been employed in central
nranagement or operational activities. These persorurel are the
repositoryof a widerangeof spacerelated skills and experiences:

o rnanagement, operation and maintenance of one of the
largest and most sophisticated satellite ground control
statioru in the world.

. satellite station-keeping including precise alignment
of satellite orientation and focusiing of the SIGhIT
antennas.

o satellite read-out.

o real-time receptiory processing, analysis and
dissemination of intercepted signals.

o satellitecommunications.

o site preparation and installation of satellite ground
terminals.

. supervision of satellite command and conhol
operations and ground support operations.

o computer scheduling, computer operations and
computer software procedures.

. ground station maintenance.

o ground station security, including security from
electsomagnetic interference as *e[ as fhysical
penetration

(iil loint Defence Facility-Numrngar (!DF-M:
The foint Defence Facility - Numrngar (IDF-N is the Overseas

Ground Station (OGS) for the US Air ForcdJDefense Support program
(DsP)missile earlywarning systen It is located withfi ihe woomera
area at l%"6' E and 1l"ly g about 500 km northwest of Adelaide and
about 10km frcm woomera Village. It became operational in early
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797l,rr with a single satellite ground terminal for tsansmission of
comrnand and conhol signals to the DSP-E satellites stationed over the
Indian Ocean and for the reception of the early warning and other
telenctry data ftom those satellites. In 1972-74,a second anEnna, a 4(}'
foot diameter AI{/}iSC46 system, was installed to provide
communicatioru between Nurnrngar and the US through the Defense
Satellite Communicatioru System (DSG).12 In 1988, this DSCS
terminal was replaced by a 3&foot diamebr AII/GSC-S2 DECS
s/stem.l3 A third, smaller anEnna was insalled tn 1989 to provide'a
back-up when the main antenna is out of service through maintenance
orbrcakdowns'.r4 A fourthantenna was installed in 1989-1990.1s

The Numrngar OGd is currently operated and rnaintained by
the 5th Defense Space Communications Squadron of the lst Space
Wing oI the US Air Force Space Command headquarters at Peterson
Air Force Base in C-olorado. The communlcations and electronic
support for the Sth Space Communications Squadron is provided by
the 1970th Communications Squadron, the mission of which is
formally described as follows:

Mission: to equip, administer, train, and provide
persorurel to operate and maintain satellite date
transmitting, receiving, processing, display and

Toreign Involvement in DefenceRelated Facilities in Australia',
Hansril (Hon* of Repraattatiad,l0 October 1978, p.l6l.
'DSCS Terminal, Nurrungar, South Australia', Hansnd (House ol
Reprxntatioes),l8 November 1981, p.315.3. See also Desmond
Ball, Coile V7: Australia anil the US Defaw Satellite Communicatiotrs
Systnt @SC$, (Canbena Papers on Strategy and Defence No.56,
Suategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1989), pp.15F159.
Defence Terminals', Hansnil (Senate), 11 Februaqy 79f!6, p.77. fu
also Desmond Ball, Coile777: Australia anil tlu US Defenx futellite
Communiutions Systmt (D SCil, p.l 59.
trlew Satellite Antenna for Nurrungaf, Defence Pras Rela*
N 0.766 188, 13 September 1988.

Joint Defence Facilities: Radomes and Antennad, Ilansril
( Serutd, 29 May 1989, p.1742.

ll
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Figure 8: US Defense Support Program (DSp) early warning satellite
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Figure 9: AN/GSC-S2 antenna installed at Nurrungar in l9g7-8g for
operations with the us Defense satellite communications system
(Dscs)
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Figure 10: Schematic Functional Organisation of the Numrngar
Station
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communications equipment at Woomera Air Statiory
Australia.16

In particular, the l970th Communications Squadron has the
responsibility to:

plary organise, coordinate, direct, and control the
maintenance of the maintenance mission... [tol
exercise supervision over the following activities
required to provide data to HQ SCD: Maintenance
Support, Maintenance Control, Satellite Readout
Station, Computer Maintenance, Satellite
Communications Terminal, and Telecommunications
Maintenance.lT

The Commander of the 5th Defense Space Communications Squadron
is the Commander of |SF-N as a whole. Australian personnel at
Numrngar constitute I |oint Communications Unit, the Commander
of which sewes as the Depu$ Commander of the facility.

Figure 10 provides a schematic outline of the functional
organisation of the Numrngar station.

The main technical building at Numrngar consists of three
general areas: the Satellite Readout Station (SRS), the Data Reduction
Center (DRC), and the Tactical Operations Room (TO0.

The Satellite Readout Station (SRS) provides the link between
the DEP-E satellites and the ground. It contains the various
communications equipment for transmitting the command and control
signals to the DSP-E satellites and for receiving data from them.

The Data Reduction Center (DRC), which was originally
equipped with dual IBM 36U751 coi'rputers, and whicir was
substantially upgraded in the mid-1980s, processes the data into

'Organization and Mission: 1970th Communications Squadron',
(Department of the Air Force, Headquarters Strategic
Communications Dvision, Air Forca Communications
Command, Offutt Air Force Base, Nebrask4 SCD Regulation 23-6,
l0July 1981).
rud..77
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tactical warning information for display and transmission to
designated recipients.

lllre Tactical Operations Room (TOR) is the operational control
centre at the station. It provides central technical control and
management for the DSP-E system, and contains both mission displays
and satellite controller displays.

In additiory the main bchnical building houses the US and
Aushalian National Cnmmunicatioru Rooms, which are responsible
for the provision of secure communications to the US and the
Departsnent of Defence in Canbena.

The technical eupport building is responsible for such
activities as maintenanc€ support, maintenance control, computer
maintenance, and telecom'munications maintenance. In additiorU it
contains a Precision Measuring Equipment l-aboratory (PMEL) which
supports the activities of both the Sth Defense Space Communications
Squadron and the 1970th Communications Squadron.lS

Australian personnel are fully integrated into the management
and operation of the Numrngar station. As shown in Table 2, the
number of Austsalians employed at Nurmngar has increased from an
average of about 180 in the 1970s (whidr represented about 45 per cent
of the total Ausbalian and US personnel) to an average of some 200 in
the early 1980s (which represented about 48 per cent of the total), to
221 rn futy 1985. The Australian unit, formally designated 1 loint
Communicatioru Unlt, is RAAF sponsored but includes contingents
from the Army (some eight officers and NCOs) and the RAN. There
are also civilians from the Departsnent of Defence and AWA Defence
Industries.l9 Postings are generally for 2-3years.

According to the ftime Minister, Mr Hawke, 'Aushalians
constitute some 40 per cent of the staff in the key operational areas' at

'Organisation and Mission: 5 Defense Space Communications
Squadron-, (Departnent of the Air Force, Headquarters Space
Comrnand, Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado, SPACECOM
Regulation ?*37,15 April 19&i), pp.1,3.
WO2 B. Chitty, lrlumrngar', Signalman,Vol.25, 7990, pp.3Hl2.19
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Numrngar.20 The Aushalian Deputy C.ommander (a RAAF Wing
Commander) shares with the US Commander (a US Air Force Colonel)
responsibility 'for the managernent of the station and its physical
securiy.2l Australian Air Force officers have undergone Space
SysEms Director (SSD) training in Dmver, Colorado, to preparre them
for management and operational responsibilities at the station. fire
SSD task is to supervise satellite command and control operations as
well as ground support operatioru. This includes resporuibility for
supervising computer scheduling and operatioru (e.g. eruuring that as
many computer mainframes as possible are kept online). Operation
of the station involves four shifts - three of which work for eight hours
each day while the fourth hkes rest and recreation. According to the
Minister representing the Minister for Defence and Foreign Affairs in
the Senate:

Australian persorurel are fully integrated ... into the
operation of the [Numrngarl station with standing
requirements that there be at least one Austsalian
Service Officer on eadr shift crew in the operatioru
room [i.e. the TORI. At present [i.e. August 19851

three of the four shift directors are Australian
officers.22

Approximately equal numbers of US and Ausbalian persormel man
theSatellite Readout Sation (SRS) - inOctober 1986, foroample, some
19 personnel were working in the SRS, of whom nine were US and ten
were Australian personnel.E Some of the partiorlar duties for which
Australiaru have resporsibility have been described by an Ausbalian
Warrant Officer working at the station as follows:

All lAushalian] staff are fully integrated into the
overall site operation and carry out primary duties
sudr as Unit Plars and ltoject Officer, Space
Operations Centre Comrnander/Deputy Commander,

RJ. HawP.e, toint Defence Facilities: Ministerial Statemen(,
Hansril (House of Rcprxntatioa),22 November 1988, p2939.
tud..
'Arms Conboll, Hcnsril (Sewtd,22 August l9E5,p.l74.
'Satellite Systems: Woomera', Hansaril (Seute),17 February 7987,
p.l.

20

2l
22

23
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Chief of Maintenance, Satcom NCOTC [Non-
commissioned officer in chargel, Satellite Readout
StatiorU Crew Chief, Ground Station Operator and
Satcom Technicians. Some of these positions are
supervised by US seMce personnel and in the
maprity of cases the Australians supervise US
Percorurel.2{

Ausbalian personnel have sole responsibilit!, of course, for the
rnanagement and operation of the Aushalian National
Communications Room, which provides the communications link
between Numrngar and the Departsnent of Defence in Canberra.

In summary, perhaps as many as 1200 Australian personnel
have sened at Numrngar since the facility became operational inl972.
These personnel constihrte an enonnous repository of skills and
experience in a wide range of space-related activities:

o management, operation and maintenance of a large
and sophisticated satellite ground station.

. satellite station-keeping.

o satellite read-out.

o real-time receptiory processing, analysis and
dissemination of early warning data.

o satellitecommunications.

o site preparation and installation of satellite ground
terminals.

. supervision of satellite command and control
operations and ground support operations involving
shifb with some 50 personnel.

. operation of sophisticated data displays.

. computer scheduling, computer operations and
computer sof tware proced u res.

. ground station maintenance.

24 WO2 B. Chitty, Numrngar/,Sigtulman,Vol.25, 1990 p.30.
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o ground station security.

(iiD DSDSATCOMSICINTFadIitIes:
Sirrce1977, the Defence Signals Drectorate OSD), Australia's

largest and most effective inElligence organisatiory has been involved
in the operation of satelliE ground facilities designed to interc€pt
foreign satellite communications.S

This activig began with Proiect Kittiwalcc, a cooperative
operation with the British Government C.ommunications Headquarters
(GCHQ) designed to rnonitor communications from Chinese
communications satellites' and telemetry from Chinese nuclear
weapon, missile and satellirc bst activities, using satellite ground
facilities at the Stanley Fort Satellite Station in Hong Kong. The station
has three large satelliE terminals, two of which are dedicated to the
SIGINT collection mission and the other responsible from the satellite
communicatioru lir* (code-narrcd IvIsroM Shield)behween Hong I(ong
and the Watsonia SATCOM station in Melbourne. The particular
intelligence collected at the Stanley Fort Satellite Station indudes:

. Telenetry from CNnese satellite launches.

o Mission data from Chinese electronic intelligence
(ELINT) and photographic intelligence OHOIINT)
satellites.

Chinese sabllite communications.

Given 2-3 year posting practices, several dozen Australian persorurel
would have had some experience in space-related activities at Stanley
Fort. The station is sdreduled to be closed when the Austsalian
Defence Satellib Communications Station (AD6CS) cunently being
constructed at Kolarena, near Geraldton in Western Australia, becomes
operational in 1993.

2s Fora npre compreheruive discussion of DSDs SArcOM SIGINT
operations, see Desrnond Brrll, Aushalia's Srctet Spcc kogrmns,
(C-anberra Papers on Strategy and Defence No.43, Strategic and
Defence Studies Centre, Ausbalian National University,
C-anberr41988).
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DSDs second SATCOM SIGINT facility, code-named Project

Inkwooil,became operational at Shoal Bay, near DarwirL in late 1979.

The facility is designed to intercept Indonesian satellite
communications. It originally consisted of two satellite earth
terminals. The larger, which is about 33 feet in diameter, monitored
the Indonesjan Pahp COMSATs stationed at77" E and 83o E over the
mid-Indian Oceary while the smaller antenna was concerned with the

Palapa satellites stationed over lndonesia itself.25 Subsequently,
according to the Minister for Defence, 'the Station has been modified
in response to changing requirements and this has included the
installation of several dish antennas .2T

Thedecision to establish a new DSD SATCOM SIGINT station
near Geraldton in Western Australia was disclosed by the Minister for
Defence, Mr Beadey, in the White Paper, Tln Defence of Australia 7987,
tabled in Parliament on 19 March 1987:

The Covernment plans to enhance our independent
intelligence capabilities by establishing a large satellite
communications station in Western Ausbalia. This
will contribute to Australia's security in our area of
strategic interest. The station will be totally Australian
owned and will be manned and operated by the
Defence Signals Drectora te.28

Construction of the Australian Defence Satellite C-ommunications
Station (ADSCS) began at Koiarena, about 25 km east of Geraldtory in
September 1988. The station is scheduled to become operational in late
1993, at which time some 16 buildings will have been constructed and
four 2Gmetre diameter SArcOM terminals will have been installed.
(A $30 m contract for the four terminals was awarded to AWA Defence
Industries and Baulderstone Homibrook Engineering on 1 May

26 lbiil.,p.78.
27 'satellite Terminals: Shoal Bay', Hansril (Senatd,29 May 1%19,

p.17M.
28 The Hon. Kim C. kazley, Minister for Defence, The Defence of

Australia 7987, (Australian Govemment Publishing Service,
Canberra, 7987),p.34.
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990D.4 It is likely that further SATCOM terminals will be installed
later in the decade. Although the total proiect cost of the facility has
not been disclosed, the former Minister of Defence, Mr Beazley, has
stated that 'the figure is well over the $100 million marK.30 Unofficial
estimates of the cost range from $120 m up to $300 rn31 It is expected
that the station will be manned by about 125 Australian personnel.32
(In addition, some 10 British GCHQ personnel will be stationed at the
ADSCS for three years to assist in the shakedown phase of the project
and to 'transfer' certain'skills' to their DSC munte{parb).33

The general purpose and function of the ADSCS is to monitor
communications and other signals hansmitted from satellites stationed
in geostationary orbits over the Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia. At
the time the Koiarena ADSCS was designed, there were some 93
geostationary satellites either operational or planned for launch by
1990 within the purview of the station. The particular satellites of
interest to the station can be categorised as follows:

1. Soviet communications satellites, including Ekan
television broadcast satellites, Railuga domestic
COMSATs, Gorimnt COMSATs, and Kosmos
gmstationary satellites, which are used for both data
relay and SIGINT collection purposes.

'Antennas Conbact Awarded for Geraldton Satellite Facility',
Defence Naos Relea* No56190,1 May 1990; and Elizabeth Knight,
'Defence Contract Will Boost AWA', Australian Firu,ncial Reoiant,2
May 190, p.30.
Dane C-ampbell, Minister Under Fire on Price of Spy-base land',
Geralilton Guardian, 5 February 1988, p.1.
Tony Dean, 'Spy Base Bogies Iaid To R*t', Geralilton Guarilian, Tl
March 19ffi,p.7; Mike Edmondson,'Geraldton Base Will Tune In
To The World's Secrets', Daily Nat:s (Perth), 30 June 1988, p.14;
David Humphries, 'An Ear To The World's Secrets', The Age, 4
August 1988, p.11; and David lague, "WA's Spy Base To Replace
Hong Kong', Australian Fimncial Reuisw,9 November 7989,p.1,2..
'Ceraldton (WA) Chosen for New Defence Satellites
Communications Station' , Defence Nants Reluse No.39187,20 March
1987.
Tony Dean, Tritish Personnel To Run Communication Base',
Gqalilton Guarilian, 2T April 1 988, p.3.
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2. Rqgional geostationary satellites, induding lapanese,
Chinese, lndonesiary Indian and Pakistani COMSATs.

3. lnternational communications satellites, including
INTEISAT COMSATg and MARISAT maritime
communications satel lites.

The cpnstructio& rnanagement, operation and maintenance of
the DED SArcOM SIGII{T stations at Shoal Bay and Kojarena (as well,
to a minor extent, as Australia's participation in the Kittiwalcc operation
in Hong Kong) has provided DSD and the Australian Defence Force
(ADn with a significant pool of personnel with skills and experience
in the following space-related aneas:

o qonstnrction, management, operation and
maintenance of facilities which are among 'the most
modern state-of-theart facilities in the world,.3f

. project engineering, including satellite
communications/ systems planning, contract
ftBotiations and management, logistic support and
project monitoring/ coordination.

o Gomputer systrems engineering, including technical
plarming installation and support of one of the most
modem main operating system.

. communicatioru engineering, including planning,
design, acquisition and installation of communications
equipment and systems.

o satellite backing and alignment of ground antennas
for optimal signal reception.

design, acquisition, installation and operation of large
satellite ground terminals.

. signal processing and analysis.

o site security.

Y 'State-of-theArt Proiect Engineering for Australia's Defence,,
Advertisemenl in The Age, 6 May 1989, p.22.
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(iv) The US Defense Satelllte Communicadons System (DSCS):

The DECS is perhapo the largest single US military satellite
progran Although the number of satellites in the system operational
at any given time is second to that of the GI5 navigational/posidoning
satellite system, the DSCS program generally receives the largest
annual budgetary appropriatiory it involves the largest number of
rnaFr satellite ground terminals around the world, and it supports an
extremely wide range cif USglobal military and intelligence missions.

Themost compreheruive but succinct description of the DSCS
is given in land s Military C.ammunicatbns:

fire Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS)
has been designed and configured for presidential
cornmunications; to support the Worldwide Militaqy
Command and Gontrol System (WWMCCS) by
providing communi<ations service between the
National Command Authorities (NCA/Defense
Communications Agency (DCA) and the unified and
specified cornmands, between the unified and
specified commands and the general war combat
forces, and by providing communi<ation from
peripheral early waming sites and from critical
intelligence sites to provide a high<apacity, reliable,
independent communications capability in support of
contingency and limited war operations and to restore
prirnary Defense Communication System (DCS)
trarumission subsystem that may have become
inoperative due to natural causes, sabtage or direct
enemy action; to augment the DCS with a
trarumission subsystem capable of providing the
wide-band channels required to handle highquality
secarre voicr, high-speed data between automated
command and conhol cenEes, high-resolution
graphics and imagery, and rapid transmission of
sensor data; to provide DCS communications service
to remote locatioru not adequately served by other
means; to support Nary shipto-shore
communications and other authorised users; to
support the voicechannel requirements of theGround
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Mobile Forces (GMD; and to support voice and data
requirements of the Diplomatic Telecommunications
System (DTS), the United Kingdom and NATO.

The DECS provides communications services to
components of the DoD, the National S€curity
Agency, and special authorised umrs including the
DIS, the White House Communications Agency
(WHCA), the DCA, NATO and the United Kingdom.
In addition to serving DoD components the DSCS
directly supports the WWMCCS. This system
provides high-priority cpmmunications to the fCS,
unified and specified commands for the direction and
control of forces, and for special intelligence and
warning.

The DSCS provides analogue and digital bansmission
paths for virtually every type of telecommunications
application lts configuration can be readily changed
to meet contingency requirements. Both strategic and
tactical communications needs are met through the
global DSCS. Telecommunications services to
virtually every geographical area in the world can be
established in the time required to deploy a
transportable earth terminal. These capabilities make
the DSCS an essential subsystem of the DCS for US
telecommunications needs.

The DSCS userc have the following priority:

Presidential and national authorities
JCS Unified and specified commands
DCS
OtherDoD
Non DoD national
NATO and allied governments as specified by
international agreements.3S

3s RJ. Raggett (ed.), lane's Military Communications 1994, flands
Publishing Company Limited, Londo& Fifth Edition, l9B4),
pp.79r-79a.
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The DSCS space segment currently consisb of eight satellites -
four D6CS trs and four DSCS ms.36 Tlrese provide worldwide
coverage from four geostationary positioru - lz"W over the Atlantic
Ocean (DSCS LAI{"D; 135"W over the East Pacific (DSCS EPAO;
l75oE over the West Pacific (DSCSWPAO; and 60o E over the Indian
Ocean (DECS IND).37

The DSCS tr satellites each weigh 590 kg (1"300 lbd, are 2.75
metres (9 fee0 in diameter, and 3.95 metres (13 feet) tall with antennae
extended. The electrical power is supplied by solar arays which
provide an output of 535 watts at launch, decreasing to a minimum of
358 watts after five years.38

The antennae systems on the DSCS tr satellites consist of an X-
band multi<hannel singlefrequency Gonversation repeater with a
bandwidth of 419 MFIz and a capacity of 1300 voice channels or up to
100 megabib per second of data; and Earth-coverage (ec) antenna with
a transmit beamwidth of 18o, a gain of 16.8 dBi, and an effective
radiated power of 28 dBw; a steerable narrow-coverage (nc) antenna,
with a beamwidth of 2.60, a gain of 33 dBi, and an effective radiated
power of 43 dBw; and a steerable ar€a coverage (ac) anterma, with a
beamwidth of 6.5, a gain ol22dBi, and an effective radiated power of
32 dBw. The nc and ac antennae are each steerable to tlQ and they are
both capable of receiving and barumitting simultaneously. This
atrangement provides four different dvrmrels of operation - Earth
coverage to Earth coverage (ec - ec} Earth coverage to n.urow
coverage/area coverage (ec - nc/ac} narrow coverage/a:rea coverage
to Earth coverage (nc/ac - ec} and narow coverage/area coverage to
narrow coverage/area coverage (nc/ac - nc/ac). In additiory the
satellites are equipped with an $band biconical horn antenna with a
torroidal beamwidth of 32o for the reception and transmission of
telenretry and command data for satellite cpntrol.39

% VincentKiernary'AgingDSCSConstellation FacesReplenishment
Dela/, D$erce N eun, 23 Sepbmber l9Dl, p.37.

s7 See Desnpnd Baill,Cde 777: Australin anil the US Defaw Satellite
Cmtmunieations Systmt @ SC$, pp.9 -27.

Iohn W.R Taylor (d.), Iands AII The Worlil's Airuaft 7978-79,
(Macdonald and fane's Publishers Limited, london, 1978r,p.670.
Ibid.; arrd R.l. Raggett (d.l,lanCs MiIiW Cmmunicatiots 7984,
p.797.
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Figure 13: DSCS II Satellite
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The DSCS Itr satellites weigh some 1,040 kg; the central
structure is 110 inches in length, and extends to 457.7 inches with the
solar array fully deployed; it is 76 inche wide and 77 inches deep. fire
solar power system is capable of producing lp40 watts at the
beginning of each mission and 980 watts at the end of the projected 10
year satellite lifetime. A monopropellant hydrazine propulsion sub
system, with 600 lbs of fuel, is used for attihrde control and
stationkeeping.

The DSCS Itr satrellite communications system consisb of a six-
channel SFIF transponder, with each channel powered by its own
travelling wane-tube amplifier (TWTA) to allow the most efficient use
of the available frequency spectrum and power, and ten flexibly
intercorurected antenna sftems. Two of the ihannels (1 and 2) have i
power output of 40 watts, while the other four (3{) have a power
output of 10 watts; one channel (No.6) has a bandwidth of 50 MHz,
one (No.3) a bandwidth of 85 MFIZ, and the other four have
bandwidths of fiMHz.

The ten cornrnunications antennae consist of four Earth-
coverage hom sysEms (two eadr for reception and transmission} a 61-
beam warrcguide lens reception antenna, with an associated beam-
forming network, which provides anti-iamming protection and a
selective coverage capability; two 19-beam waveguide lens
transmission antennae with beam-forming networks to rapidly
produce selective coverage patterns tailored to the network of ground
receiving terminals; a highgain (3' beam) gimbaled dish hansmission
antenna for spot-beam fixed coverage; and two UHF antennae, one a
bow-tie reception system and the other a crossdipole transmission
system, for use by the Single Channel Transponder (SCD. The SCT is
integrated into the spacecraft to provide secure and reliable
dissemination of the Emergence Action Message (EAM) and Single
Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) communications for the US
strategic nuclear forces and command systems. In addition, there is a
dual-frequency (LJFIF/$band and SHF/X-band) Telemetry, Tracking
and Control (TT&O system for spacecraft control tracking,
positioning and housekeeping.ao

40 Material on DSCS II satellites provided by Space
Dvisiory General Electric, Valley Forge Space
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Systems
Center,
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firere are orrrently installed in Australia some half a dozen
satellite ground terminals that operate either as integral parb of or in
connection with the DSCS systerr These are as follows:

An AI{/GSC-39(V)1 terminal at North West Cape,
WA. This is a 3&foot dianeter X-band system,
previously designated AI{/il,tSC{l, designed to
operate with DECS II satellites but also to be
compatible with DSCS III satellites. It was declared
operational on 9 fuly 1984.

The GSC-39 at North West Cape replaced an
AI.I/TSC-S4, one of which was irutalled at the station
from 1967to l9TS,ardanotherfrom lW tol984.
An SCT-35, 35-foot diameter X-band system installed
at Pine Gap in 1973.

An SCf€,8-fmt diameter X-band system installed at
PineGap in 1980.

An AI{/GSC-52 terminal at Nurmngar, SA. This is a
38-foot diameter antenna which was installed in1987-
88 and which replaced an ANI/MSC-45 terminal which
had operated at Numrngar from 1973 to 1988.

An AI{/FSC-78 terminal, code-named Proiect Spnou,
which was declared operational at Wabonia Barmcks
in Melbourne on 1 luly 1981. This is a 6G,foot
diameter Heavy Earth Terminal, which is operated by
the Satellite Terminal Troop of Communications
Squadron of 6 Signal Regiment, and which provides a
communiratioru link, via the DSCS s'lstem, between
DSD headquarters in Melbourne and the headquarbrs
of the National Security Agency (NSA) at Fort Meade
in Maryland.

A terminal operated by the Advanced Engineering
Iaboratory Satellite Communicatiors Experimental
Facility at the Weapons Research Establishment
(WRE) at Salisbury, SA, which was built in 1971 and is
used to conduct a variety of experiments relating to
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Figure 15: Proiect Sparrow, ANFSC-78 DSCS Ground Terminal,
Watsonia, Victoria
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the requirements of the satellite component of
Australia's defence communi<ations network. These
include experiments in multiple access; interference
rcduction; propagation problems, including the
attenuation of SHF signals by rain; and the design of
man-portable satellite communications terminals for
operation with SHF COMSATs.

Several dozen Ausbalians have received baining in the US -
at, for example, the US Army Signal Corps Headquarters and US
Army Signal School at Fort Gordoru Georgia; the US Army
Communications Command ruSACC) SATCOM station at Fort
Meade, Maryland; and the US NavS/s SATCOM station at Stocktory
California - in the operaHon and maintenance of DSCS systems and
equipment.

For example, most of the original members of the Satellite
Terminal Troop of Communications Squadron of 5 Signal Regiment at
Watsonia received training in the US on the DSCS system in general
and the AI{/FSC-78 terminal in particular before the terminal was
officially opend on 1 |uly 1981.41 From August 1980 to June 1981, 15
Army Signal Corps technicians attended baining cou$es at Fort
Gordon and Fort Meade - five of whom would become Shift Leaders
on their rehrrn to Wabonia and ten Shift Technicians who would man
the shifts. The training courses included:

o the SATCOM Net Controllers Course, which covered
'the overall network formed by the worldwide
deployment of Atrl/FSC-78 Heavy Satellite Earth
Terminals emplolng the Defense Satellite
Communication System (DSCS) Phase II satellitelsl,.

. the Digital Communications Subsystem (DCSS)
course. The DCSS tras the function of converting the
voice or data signals from the system users into an IF
[intermediate frequencyl signal compatible with the
inputof the AN/FSC-78 earth terminal,.

"roiect 
Sparrow Terminal Progress', Signahnan, No.5, 198e p.49;

and Signalman Peter loel, 'SATCOM Training in the USA -
lg8o / 8l', Sigrulman,No.8, 1981, pp.4142.
rud..
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o the course on the AI{/FSC-78 terminal itself -
including the uplink, the downlink, the tracking and
senro subsystem, and the logic monitor and control
subsystem.

. on-thepb training (OJT) with two ANI/FSC-78
terminals and associated sets of equipment at the Fort
MeadeDSCS station.

. a course mn by Rockwell C-ollins on the wideband
data link (WBDL) equipment, which provides the user
interface to the Watsonia stiation.

(v) The US Nav5/s Fleet Satelllte Communlcations
GLTSATCOM) System:

The US Nav5/s Fleet Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM)
system was designed in the early 1970s to provide an Ultsa High
Frequency (uHD fleet broadcast service to all US Navy ships, as well
as providing command and control linla for computer-t omputer
exchange of digital data among shore stations, fleet ballistic missile
(FBM) submarines, aircraft car:riers, cruisers, selected aircraft, and
other ships and submarines. It instantly aonnects the President and
Secretary of Defense (collectively known as the National Command
Authority) to field-lerrel commanders over virtually the entire globe. It
is also used for naval intelligence communications, providing a link
between ocean surveillance information collection stations (sudr as
SOSUS sites and Classic WizardlWhite Cloud @an Surveillance
Satellite ground stations), centrd ocean surveillance information
processing and analysis statioru, antisubmarine warfare (ASW)
operations ctnbes, and fleet assets.43

The FLTSATCOM space segment consists of four satellites,
stationed at l10o W over the east Pacific Ocean, 29"W over the Atlantic
Ocean, 725" E over the Indian Ocean, and 172" E over the West Pacific
Ocean.

4l See Desmond Ball, The US Fleet Satellite Cpmmunications
(FLTSATCOM) System: The Australian C-onnection', Prcifrc
Ddmce Rqoila, February 1982, pp.3&33; and SIa"y Space
Exparsion Requires Dedicated Satellites', Defnx Elatronics,
(Vo1.13, No.7), luly 1981, pp.79-&.
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Figure 17: US Navy Fleet Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM)
Satellite
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The FLTSATCOM satellites themselves weigh more than 4,000

lbs (1860 kg) at launch and more than 2,000 lbs (912 kg) in
geostationary orbit. They consist of two principal,components, a

payload module and the spacecraft module, each with a basic &foot
(2.,14 metres) hexagonal body. The antenna systems include a lGfoot
(4.88 metres) parabolic UHF system, a helical UFIF receive antenna, an
gband omnidirectional antenna, and a Super High Frequency (SFIF)

horn antenna used for uplink communications. Each spacecraft is

equipped with 23 channels - nine 25 kHz wide'band channels for Navy
relay communications; twelve 5 kFIz narrow-band channels used by
the Air Force as part of the AFSATCOM system for communications
with Strategic Air Comrnand (SAC) strategic nuclear forces; one 5(X)

kHz wide.band channel used by the National Command Authorities
(NCd; and one E ldfz channel (SHF up and UFIF down) for fleet

broadcast. FLTSATCOM 8 also canies an EHF test package.

Australian involvement in the FLTSATCOM program has

provided RAN personnel with considerable experience in UHF
SATCOM operations through two Particular activities:

. oPeration of an AN/SSR-I FLTSATCOM broadcast
receiving system which was installed at the North
West Cape naval communications station in the late
1970s.

. operation of AN/WSC-3 (RAN VI) UFIF transceivers
and ancillary equipment which has been installed
aboard most RAN ships and at most shore

establishments.45

The RAN, together with the Advanced Engineering
Laboratory and Thorn EMI Electronics of Australia, has developed
new technology for improving the anti-iamming capabilities of the

North West Cape Communications Systems', Hansrd (House of

Rqrwntatiwd, 10 fune 1981, p.3559.
lbiil.; and Nar.y to C'et New Radio Equipment', Defence News

Reluse No,66180, 1 May 1980. See also Mantoranilum of
Llndqstaniling Betwen the Llniteil Stata Nauy anil the Royal

Aushalian Nany on Particiption of the Royal Australian Nmty in the

llnitd Stata Naoy Fleet Satellite Communications Systarc, Daa nbu
79U.

u

45
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WSC-3 system. The concept involves a medium-speed frequency-
hopping applique (FHA) that uses a four<hannel time
division/multiple access ODMA) waveform, allowing a single radio
to participate in four nets. In operation, the FHA multiplexes four
channels of incoming 16 kbps voice/data and then applies frequency-
shift keying (FSK) to modulate aT0MtIz carrier wave. The modulated
signal is then routed to the WC$3 via a modem port, with the
transmissions burst out at a rate of 140 kbps.

(vi) Navigational and Global Positioning Satellite Systems:

Australia has been involved in the support of US navigational
and positioning satellite programs since 1951, when the TRANET
tracking station at Smithfield in South Australia became operational as
part of a global network of stations established to support the US
Nav/s Transit nevigational satellites. The Smithfield station has
subsequently been involved with all succeeding US navigational
satellite programs, including, since the beginning of 1981, the Global
Positioning System (GPS) or NAVSTAR s/stem.47

TheTransit satellite system was originally designed to provide
the US Navy with a continuously available and relatively high
accuracy navigational capability for its Polaris Fleet Ballistic Missile
(FBM) subrnarines. The system was made available to non-US Navy
users in 1967.

The TRANET station at Smithfield is 'modest in size and
humble ion appearance'.48 It consists of a single building and two
antenna structures. The building houses the signal receivers,
amplifiers, and a microprocessor system which measures and records
the signals from the satellites tracked by the station. All equipment at
the station was supplied by the United States, and until 1971 the

Dennis Sweeney, 'Frequency Hop Systems for Nary
Communications', Defense Electronics, (Vo1.18, No.5), fune 1986,

pp.1,1,5-124.
Ross Thomas, 'Eyes on the Sky for 20 Years: The TRANET
Satellite Tracking Station at Smithfield',Trinil, (No.22), April 1982,
pp.25-27.
lbid.,p.25.
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Figure 18: US Global Positioning Satellite (GPS)
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operating and maintenance costs of the station were bome by the
United States.49 The station has always been manned exclusively by
Australians - sont ll personnel as of I fuly 1968, seven as of 1 July
1979, and three since 1972.n

In the early 19Ds, the US Department of Defense began
development of a high-precision worldwide navigational satellite
system, then known as NAVSTAR (for Navigation System using
Timing and Ranging) and re'named the Global Positioning System
(GI€) i^lg73,whidr would be continuously available to all interested
Services and Defense Agencies. The GIIS satellites transmit two
spread+pectrum navigational signals - a Course/Acquisition (C/A)
code which provideo lower navigational acruracies and which is
available to any GI|S user; and a Precise (P) code which is only
available to users with acress to special Department of Defense codes
and which provides positional accuracies of t 1 metre per second in
velocity in thrce dimensioru and tens of nanoseconds in time.Sl

O^27 February 1981, the Minister for Defence announced that
he had agreed to a proposal by the US Department of Defense for
portable tracking equipment to be located at Smithfield to assist in
field testing of the GI'iS system.s2 One US technician and one
Australian Army bchnician were involved in this field testing as of
1992.53

In addition to Australia's involvement in the GIIS program
through the Smithfield facility, it is intended that Gt'lS will become the
prirnary navigation aid for all ADF aircraft, ships and Army units.
Sorne of the features of this involvement to date are as follows:

o In August 1987, the RAAF awarded a $4m contract to
Collins Avionics Division of Rockwell International

tbid..
Defencerelated Facilities: Foreign Involvemen t', Hansr il (House

of Rqr entatios), 10 October 7978, p.7667.
Gowri S. Sundaram, 'I{AVSTAR/GPS: A Unique US High-
Precision Worldwide Navigation System', lnternational Defense
Revicttt, No.7, 1979, pp.7742-1743.
TRAI{ET SatelliE Tracking Station', Defence Prerls Release
No50187,27 February 1981, pp3-4.
Ross Thomas, 'Ey6 on the Sky for 20 Years'.

49
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of Gt€ recrivers for the Bhck Hawk

. In April 1988, a contract was awardd to Magnavox to
upgrade the RANI's Transit satellite navigation
receivers to enable dual reception of both Transif and
GI|9 navigation signals.S5

o I pint Army/RAI{/RAAF team was established in
1988 to plan for the selection and acquisition of a
commonGf€ receiver for the ADF.56

o On 7 February 1991, agreement was reached with the
US Deparbnent of Defense to allow the ADF to use the
GI€ P-code precision positioning service.

o Studies arc in progress to assess the application of GI€
to the_precision delivery of glide bombs by the
RAAF.sE

o The preparation of tenders, expected to be let in
fanuary 1993, for the procurement of some 1650
manpack P-code GI€ receivers.

The inEoduction of GPS into the ADF will have an impact on
most, if not all, elements of the ADF. It will involve modifications to
most aircraft, ships and boats in the ADF and will introduce into the
Army the wide-scale use of a high technology, very accurate
navigation system at moderate cost.

for the supply
helicopters.![

filter Center', Aoiation Wee* & SpaceTahnology,24 August 1982,
p.91; and 'Collins GI€ for A*y Black Hawk', Australian
Aoiation,No.4l, November 1987, p.85.
tlavy Upgrades Satellite Navigation', Defense Nals Release
No.69 | 88, 20 April 1988.

'Satellites and Tracking Stations', Hansaril (Saute),29 May 1989,
p.17M.
'Australia and USA Agree NAVSTAR lJse', Flight Internatiorul, 27
Mardr-2 April 1991, p.14.
Frank Cranston,'Sky-bombin(, C-anbma Times, 22 September
1991,p.2.
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(viil Geodetic Satellites:

Although geodetic satellites are generally quite'underrated' in
most public discussioru of military activities in space,59 they are in fact
vital for accurate missile targeting and precision delivery of other
ordnance over long rangeg, as well as for more general mapping
purposes. During the 19CIs and 1970s, the US launched sorne h^'o
dozen geodetic satellites, employing various tectrniques for tsacking
the satellites and precisely determining the positlors of points on the
Earth's surface - induding geometric-optical systerns, Doppler
techniques, and active ranglng techniques. Since the mid-1980s, a
single dedicated GEOSAT pKgram has been maintained, while
increasing use has been rnade of the NAVSAT and GI€ programs for
geodetic purposes.

Australia has been actively involved in the US geodetic
satellite program since 1961. Much of this activity has involved the
TITANIET station at Smithfield whidr, in addition to tracking Traruit
and other US Nariy navigation satellites for geodetic purposes has also
tracked most dedicated US geodetic satellites -beginning with thefirst
successful laundr, AI{NA-IB, on 31 October 1961.

In addition to the station at Smithfield, portable geodetic
satellite receivers have been established at hundreds of locations in
Australia since the early 1960s. Between luly 1974 and 1985, for
example, portable geodetic receivers were operated by the Army
Survey Corps at more than 650locations. In all, the location of some
1500 sites had been determined by 1985. Particular sites have
included Cocos Island, Swanbourne Barracks in Perth, Culgoora
(NSW), Thursday Island, Norfolk Istand Manus Islan4 Darwin (NT),
Carnaron (WA), Townsville (Qld), Caversham (WA), Heard Island,

Paul B. Stares, €pace and U.S. National SecuritJ/, in William I.
Durdr (ed.), Nafional Intrrra,ts anil the Military Llse of Space,
(Ballinger Publishing Company, Cambridge Massachusetts,
1984), p50.
See Desrpnd Ball, 'C,eodetic Satellites', (Reference Paper No.125,
Sbategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, October lg8Al.
'Satellite Ground Stations', Hansrd (Serutel,l2 February 1988
p.228.
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Mawson and Casey in Antarctica, Woomera (SA), Orroral Valley
(ACT) and Muchea (NSW).52

The numbers of Australian personnel involved in operating
these geodetic satellite observation posts have been small - usually
only one or two persons.63 Three sorts of tracking equipment were
used during the 1960s and 1970s - the BC4 optical hacking system,
Doppler tracking systems, and SECOR (Sequential Collation of Range)
systems.64 As of May 1989, Army Survey Corps personnel were also
using five Magnavox 1502 and nine Texas Instruments TI 4100
portable satellite receivers to track NAVSATS and GI€ satellites for
geodetic/ mapping purposes.65

Although this acHvity is small in terms of the numbers of
personnel involved, it has been quite valuable in terms of the
acquisition of specialised space-related skills and experience,
including:

o the operation and maintenance of various types of
portable satellite tracking and signal receiving
systems.

o the application of satellite geodetic data to mapping
and survey work.

(vttt) AustsalianDefenceSatelliteCommunications:
Australian Defence interest in a satellite communications

capability began to crystallise in the mid-1970s, but it took another
decade before Defence was prepared to commit itself to the
DEFAUSSAT project. ln 7977, the Ausbalian Government established
a Task Force 'to inquire into all aspects related to a national

See Desmond Ball, Geodetic Satellites', pp.s{.
Defence-related Facilities: Foreign Involvemen(, Ilanuril (House

$ Reprantatfua), 7O October 1978, p.7659.
Desmond Ball, Geodetic Satellites', pp.24.
'Satellites and Tracking Stations', Hansard (Senatd,29 May 1989,
p.1744.

62

63

64

65
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cornnrunication satellite system for Aushalia,.66 Two memberc of the
l_l-person Task Force were from the Defence Departnrent - the Director
General of the Defence Communications System Division and the
Director General of foint Communications in the foint Military
Operations and Plans Dvision - but the Department was unwilling it
that timeto participate in a national systern Rather, while noting-the
gpporhmity that a national system would pr€sent for the Defbnce
Force, the Departnent was only prepared to commit itself to ,further
studies ... of the military need, associated cost and time of introduction
of a sabllite systern:.67

In November 1979, the Government announced that it had
decided to establish a National communications satellite system, and
advefised 

-for 
polgntial conlractors to rqgister intierest in ihe proie'ct.

ln November 1981, AUSSAT pty ttd was established 6y 
-the

Government as a comnrercial company to desigu develop and operate
the national COMSAT system. In May i992, the-Minister for
Communicatioru isued in Information 'paper 

and accompanying
Ministerial statement which described the satellite and 

-ground

segments, the cost, the anticipated operational date (mid 1985) ind the
services to be provided by the National communicatioru satellite
system (Ncss).68 rhere was not a single mention of Defence interest
or of any relevance of the Ncss to defence communicatioru needs in
these formative papers. Later in Mayl982,a contsact was signed with
Hughes Communications International for three- ttSg76
communications satellites (including one spare) and two ground
control stations - the satellite c-ontrol crntre it Belrose in sydney and
a back-up (ontrol c€ntre in Perth.e In October l9S2; AU3SAT

67

68

Commonwealth Government Task Forc€, N atiotul Communiutbtts
Satellite Systan: Report, luly 7979, (Australian Government
Publishing Service, Canberra, l9Z8), p.iii.
Ibid,,p.ll9.
The Rt. Hon. Ian Sindair, Ministerial Stdtement National
Communicatioru Satellite System', and,Information paper:
National Communications Satellite System (NCSSI, May 198f..

lygt9u Satellites To Serve Australia,, Aoiation Week e Spce
Technology, 31 May 1982, p53; and W. HoF, The First and
Second Generation AUSSAT Systems,, loirnal of thc hitbh
lntaVlanetary Sniety,(Vo1.41, No.l2), December 1983, pp587-5gg.
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contsacted with the US National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) for two satellite launches by the Space Shuttle
in 1985;rc and with Mitsubishi Australia Ltd for the provision of 12
Maior City Earth Stations MCESs) in the eight capital cities.n

Prompted by the progress toward a fully operational national
communications satellite system by 1985, the Department of Defence
conducted several studies in 198284 whidr led to the decision to
utilise the national AUSSAT system as a oomponent of the Defence
Straegic Communicatioru System, with the SATCOM component
designated DEFAUSSAT.Tz The essence of the DEFAUSSAT proiect
was defined in Defence plaruring doctrments in December 1984 as
follows:

The DEFAUSSAT proiect encompasses a proposal to
make use of AUSSAT tranponder capacity together
with Defence-owned earth stations to provide a
satellite Earsmission capability within the Defence
strategic communication net-work.Z3

On 9 September 1986, the Department of Defence signed a lS-year
contract with AUSSAT Pty Ltd for the provision of a low power, 12-

The Hon. N.A. Browry Minister for Communications, 'Space
Shuttle to Put Australia's Satellites Into Orbit', (Departrnent of
Communications Press Release No.82l78), 25 October 1982.
The Hon. N.A. Brown, Minister for Communications, 'AUSSAT
Signs Earth StaHons Contract With Mitsubishi', (Department of
Communicatioru Press Relase No,82l8D, zSOctober 1982.
See Defence Communications Sysiem (DCS), DCS Proiect
Management Document No.9: An Explanation of the Scope,
Nature and Timing of the DEFAUSSAT Project, (DCS U/39;27,
December l9t[); and Defence Communications System (Dcs),
DCS Plarming Document No.18: Summary of Operational and
Technical Requiremenb for the Defence Use of AUSSAT for
Defence Strategic Communications (DEFAUSSAT), (DCS
U/3il27, December 1984). See also Lt. Col. Danny Ct'Neill,
DEFAUSSAT - Shategic Satellite Communications With A
Tactical Tail', Signalman, (Vol.16r, 1986, pp.9-13.
Cited in ibiil.,p.lO.
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watt transponder connected to a national tream anbnna;74 and in
lvlardr 1987, acontract was awarded to Clough Systems Limitd (WA)
and NEC Ausbalia Pty Ltd for the supply of 10 fixed and trro
transportable earth station sfstems.T5 The 10 fixed facilities were
installed at Watsonia in Melbourne, C-anberra, C-airns, Sydney,
Williamtown, Brisbane, Townsville, Darwiry Perth and Adelaide.
Provision was made for the acquisition of additional terminals, and an
eleventh has subsequently been irstalled at RAAF Base Tindal, N.T.76
Two transportable ground terminals have also been acquired by the
RAAIl.z7 From time to time the ADF also leases commerrcially
available terminals, on a short term basis, to support partiorlar
requirementsTE - such as the IIERRA terminals leased from TELECOM
to supplement Defence-owned systems during Exercise lQngwoo 89.n

While the present DEFAUSSAT system provides a reliable and
highly capable strategic communications service, it is not well suited
for tactical communications. lhe broad-band capacity of the current
AUSSAT transponders is too valuable to dedicate to tactical purposes
in peacetime, while the displacement of strategic usens in contingent
circunrstancrs would be diffictrlt in practice. The antenna beanr
forming systems aboard the current AUSSAT-A COMSATs and the
useof l+745 GtIz (transmit)and 12.2*12.75 GFIz (receive) frequency
bands do not favour mobile military satellite communicatiors
techniques. Further, the curent ground segment of the DEFAUSSAT

Bob Beale, '$50m Defence plan for 1990s Satellites', Syilney
Moning Hrald, 6 November l98Q p.8.
'Defence Signs Contract With Austsalian Companies for Satellite
Earth Station Systems', Nans From Defnce N0.42187,27 Mareh
t987.
'Satellites and Tracking Stations', Hansaril (Serutd,29 May 1989,
p.l7tl4.
rwd..
tbid..
Exaci* kngaroo 89: luly to Septanba 1989, (DPLTBS l3/n,
Drectorate of Public Relatiors, Departrnent of Defence, Canberra,
1989),p.22.

76
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system would need to be supplemented by the acquisition of
'ruggedizd' transportable terminals for tactical usage.80

Since 1986, the Departsnent of Defence has been involved with
AUSSAT in planning the second generation of AUSSAT systems.
Defsnce has proposed the installation of a Super High Frequency
(SHF) X-band trans-ponder on the AUSSAT-B satellites for dedicated
Defence use,81 as well as the use of L-band services for mobile ADF
tactical purposes.E2

fire skills and ogerience gained in designing, installing,
operating, managing and maintaining the DEFAUSSAT system are
quite prodigious. They include:

o the design and management of a large national
satellite communications system, including the earth
terminals, control centre, trunk switching centres, and
user terminal interfaces.

. procurement, operation, nranagement and
maintenance of some 11 fixed earth stations, as well as
four hansportable termi nals.

o networking of SATCOM systems with HF radio,
microwave relay and TELECOM services.

(tx) DSTO Research and Development Programs:
The Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO),

through ib predecessor organisation, the Weapons Research
Establishment (WRE), has been involved in space.related activities
since the 1950s. Facilities at Woomera, operated and maintained by

81

82

See Lt. Col. Danny CtrNeill, DEFAUSSAT - Sbategic Satellite
Communicatioru With a Tactical Tail', Sigtulman, (Yol.l6l,lgffi,
pp.9-13.
Bob Beale '$50m Defence Plan for 1990s Satellites,, Syilney
Morning Haald, 6 November 1986, p.8.
Departnent of Defence, Force Structure Roiant: Report to the
tlinr9ter, Ivtay 7997, (Australian Government Publishing Service,

lanbera l99lr, p.9; and Dqartma{ of Defatce; 'Deforce

Communiutions Corpwate PIan 1991 -2007,(Australian Govemment
Publishing Servicg Canberra, 1991), p.10.
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WRE, were used to tsack the first Sputnik and Vangumil satellites in
1957-58. The TRAITIET navigational satellite tracking station at
Smithfield, SA, whidr became operational in 1961 and whidr was the
first US space defence operation established in Australia, has been
operated and maintained by WRE/DSTO for three decade. In the
1960s, Woomera was us€d for sounding rocket experiments, Blrck
Knight rocket launches for researching re-entry phenomena, rocket
launch and tracking hials for the European Launcher Development
Organisation (ELDO), and the launch of Australia's first sateilite
WRESAT (1967-1 18A), on 29 November 1957.63

Cunent DSIO R&D activities involving space indude the
following:

r design, construction and cooperation of a satellite
communications facility, with capabitities in both UHF
and SFIF bands, for experimental activities with DSCS,
Gapfilln, and FLTSATCOM satellites;

. experiments relating to the requirements of the
satellite component of Australia's defence
communications network, including experiments in
multiple acress, interference reductiory and the
network dynamics of switched communications
systems;

. experiments conceming propagation problems,
including the attenuation of SHFsignals by rain;

. the design of low-cost satellite communications
receivers;

o the design of man-portable satellite communications
terminals;

o architecture and systems studies for Defence uses of
AUSSAT L-band mobile satellite communications
capabilities;

E3 See Peter Morton, Fire AsossThe Daqt: Woomera anil the Anglo-
Australbn lodnt Projut, 7946-7980, (Australian Government
Publishing Service, Canbena, 1989), chapters 2G24.
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Figure Z): UHF and SHF Tenninals, Satellite Communications
Experimental Facility, Salisbury, SA
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Figure 21: SHF Tcrnrinal, Satellite Courmunications F.lgerimental
Facility, Sdisbu:qy, SA
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o R&D into satellite SIGINT systems, including
tecluriques and capabilities for the location,
interception and exploitation of signals;

o development of differential GI€ systems;

o testing of GI€ equipmeng

e development of a low-cost fleet broadcast de-
multiplexer, to enhance the security of rreception by
RAI{ ships of broadcasts via the US Naq/s
FLTSATCOM system;

. accurate calibration of space.based radar systems;

o modelling of performance of infrared sensors;

o measurement of IR signatures and backgrounds;

o development of low<ost synthetic aperture radars;

. use of data from civilian remote sensing satellites,
including collaboration with the CSIRO and others to
collect and analyse data from LAI.IDSAT satellites;

. generation of three dimensional imagery;

o fusion of data from different satellite sensing systems;

. development of military geographic information
systenrs with inpue from satellite systems; and

o gen€ration of maps of various sorts of military
information (e.g. lines of sight, terrain trafficability,
and parachute drop zones) using inputs from satellite
systems.



CHAPTER 3

ASPECTS OF DEFENCE-CIVIL
COOPEITATION IN SPACE ACTIVITIES

1. Exploitation of Skills and Experience &om Defence and
Intelllgence Space Activlties:
Australia's defence and intelligence space activities constitute

by far the largest set of such activities in the countqy. Whether
measured in terms of financial expenditures, numbers of personnel
involved, or the numbers of major ground terminals and associated
support systems, it is likely that the defence and intelligence activity
exceeds all other Government and commercial activities combined -
including the AUSSAT, OrC INTELSAT and INMARSAT, TELECOM,
ABQ Departsnent of Aviation, and LANDSAT and other remote
sensing/imaging programs.

Australian defence and intelligence agencies are now involved
in tracking, controlling using, or otherwise supporting more than half
a dozen different satellite systems - including the US geostationary
SIGINT satellites; the US Defense Support Program (DSP) early
warning satellites; geodetic, navigational and positioning satellites;
and DSCS, FLTSATCOM, Skymet, INMARSAT and AUSSAT
communications satellites. In addition, DSD facilities track and
monitor transmissions from more than half a dozen foreign national
and international COMSAT programs. These activities now involve
the operation of morc than 40 ground terminals at some 20 locations,
together with some two dozen transportable or portable terminals (for
tracking and/or communication with DEFAUSSAT, FLTSATCOM,
GIIS and geodetic satellites). About' 900 personnel from the
Departsnent of Defence and the Australian Defence Force (ADF) are
currentlyengagd in these activities. Although precise figures are not
publicly available - and probably do not even eist within the
Departsnent of Defence - the number of personnel that have been
engaged in these activities over the past two decades is likely to be
around 2"500. Several dozen Australians have received professional
and technical haining in spacerelated operations in the US - at, for
examplg the US Air Force's Multi-Purpose Facility at Lowry Air Force
base in Denver, Colorado; the US A*y Signal Corps Headquarters
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1nd US 4*y Signal School at Fort Gordory Georgia; the US Army
Communications Command (USACO SATCOM- station at Fort
Meade, Maryland; the USACC SATCOM station at Fort Monmouth,
New fersey; the US Navy's SATCOM station at Stocktory C-alifomia;
and the US Air Force GI€/NAVSTAR Proiect office. This represents
an enonnous resource of skills and experience.

Skills indude:
o satellite tracking

. satellite station-keeping

r ground station management, operation and
maintenance

r satellite communications

o signal processing

o telemetry reception and analysis

. operation of large computer networks

. corununications security (COMSEC).

2. Australian IndustryParticipation in Defence Space
Activities:
Australia's policy of defence self-reliance, which has been

pursued by llccessive Governments since the early l97ils, requires a
strong and efficient technological and indushial base in many areas,
including aerospace, telecommunications and erectronics.r h order to
ensure that Australian industqy shares in Australian defence projects
to the maximum practicable extent, to promote more extenslve and
more efficient Australian industrial capabilities, and to provide viable
industrial support for defence activities, the Government has
developed an Australian Industry Involvement (AII) program. This
program has three principal elemenb:

See The Hon. Kim C. Beazley, Minister for Defence, The Defmce of
Australia 1.987, (Ausbalian Govemment pubtishing Service,
Canberra, 198n, chapter 5.
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o the encouragernent of firms receiving Defence
cpntracts to use local products where it is economic to
do so;

o the provision of defence designated and assisted work
(DDAW), under which certain designated elements of
a capital procurement proiect are rquireil to be
manufactured, assembled, tested or set-to-work in
Australia (despite the costs and/or time penalties
involved), in order to ensure that industry can sustain
the operational effectiveness of the particular defence
capability; and

o defence offsets, under which technology transfer and
work to the value of 30 per cent of the imported
content of a contract should generally be placed with
Australian industry.

The extent of involvement of Aushalian industry in
Austsalia's defence and intelligence space activities has generally been
relatively poor, although it has certainly improved over the past
decade. During the 1960s and 1970s, Australian industry participation
in these activities was quite meagre. In the case of the TRAiTIET
navigation satellite tracking station at Smithfield, for example, which
became operational in 1961 and which was Ausbalia's first
involvement in defence space programs, all of the equipment was
provided by the Unihd States.2 In the case of the |oint Defence Facility
at Pine Gap $DF-f€), the Minister for Supply statd in August 1969 -
at a time when several hundred million dollars worth of satellite
ground equipment and computer systems was being imported from
the US and installed at the facility - that:

There is no significant Australian made scientific and
electronic equipment on order for, or in existence at,
any of the ioint United States-Australian defence or
scientific installatioru or facilities in Australia. This is
due to the fact that in most cases the equipment used
at these facilities is of a highly specialised, mission

2 Ross Thomas, Gyes On the Sky for 20 Years: The TRAITIET
Satellite Tracking Station at Smithfield', Trhd, No.22, April 1982,
p.25.
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oriented tlpe whidr is not available in Australia. All
scientific and elechonic equipment for the foint Space
Researdr Facility, Alice Springs, has been specialy
developed in the United States.3

A significant improvement in this state of affairs has occurred
l1ce- g,e early 198G. When the DSD SArcOM SIGINT facitity at
Shoal Bay, Nf, was modernised in the mid-1980s, with the installation
of several new satellite tracking and receiving antennas, the Minister
for Defence was prepared to provide an assurance 'that the antennas at
shoal Bay were acquired ... with significant partidpation by Australian
companies'.4

The DEFAUSSAT prolect involves more than 50 per cent
Australian industqy participation - amounting to some $30 rnout of a
tg$!-ry{ect c9-st of some $50 rn5 Not only is the transponder on the
AUSSAT satellites leased from AUSSAT pty Ltd, a-100 per cent
Australian-owned company, but the ground systems are also frimarity
Australian-made. In March 1987, the Department of Defence-awardei
an $11m contract for the provision of ttre first l0 fixed and two
transportable earth terminals to Clough Systems Ltd of WA and NEC
+*g1E l-ry_Ltd, whidr formed a joint venture company to undertake
IheDEFAUSSAT proiect. An Australian Industry Involvement (Au)
paclage of about $5 m was negotiated covering prolrt managernent,
equiprnent supply, installation and commissioning.o

In the case of the Naq/s satellite navigation r€ceivers, the up
grading of the Magnavox Traruit systems to Cnable reception of Gps

united States-Australian Installations: Australian Equipment and
Scientists', Hansaril (House of Represntatiod, 26 Aulust 19d9,
p.773.
'Satellite Terminals: Shoal Ba/, Hansard (Senate),29 May 19g9,
p.1744.
Bob Beale, '$50m Defence Plan For 1990s Satellihs,, Syilney
Morying Herald, 6 November f 986, p.8.
pef:nf Signs_Contract With Ausualian Companies for Satellite
Earth Station Systems', News From Defmce No.42187,27 March
1987.

4

5
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signals is being done by Hawker Pacific Pty Ltd under sub<ontract to
MagnavoxOverseas Ltd in the US.7

A large proportion of the equipment at the DSD SATCOM
SIGINT station currently being consbucted at Koiarena, near
GeraldtorU is of Australian design and manufacture. In March 1989,
AWASCOPty Ltd (part of the AWAgroup) was awarded the contract
for the ope-ration and maintenance of communications equipment at
the station.E In May 1990, aioint venture of AWA Defence Industries
and Baulderstone Homibrook Engineering was awarded a $30m
contract to supply, install and commission four 2Gmehe satellite earth
terminal antenna systems at the station. The antennas are being built
to a desrgn supplied under subcontract to AWADI-BHE by the
Australian company, Connell Wagner, in conjunction with the CSIRO
Division of Radiophysics. other Australian subcontractors involved
in the proiert include MmC (Qld), which is responsible for the design
and supply of the electronics, and TUNM Ltd (NSW), which is
supplying the antenna pointing and tracking control systems.
According to the Minister for Defence, Senator Robert Ray, some 74

Fr cent of the antenna systems will be Aushalian/New Zealand
content.9

Even in the case of Pine Gap, there was increasing
involvement of Australian industry in the provision of services and
equiprnent through the 1980s. In 1982, for example, a large computer
maintenance contract was awarded to Digital Equipment Austrath pty
Ltd for support of the DEC VAX-11/780 compuier system.t0 Moit
recently, an Alice Springs company, TIvIC Constructions, built the

tlavy Upgrades Satellite Navigationl, Defmse Neuts Release
No.69 188, 20 April 1988.
'IAIA Spy Base Work Begins', Wer,t Australian,ll March 1989,p.4.
'Antennas Contract Awarded for Geraldton Satellite Facilit;/,
Defence Narc Releas N056190,1 May 1990. See also Elizabeth
Knight, Defence Contract Will Boost AWA,, Attstralian Financial
R@istt, 2 May 1990, p.30; 'Antenna |ob Awarded to l"ocal
Venture', The Australian,SMay 1990,p.23; and 'Ausbalian Satcom
Station', IntarutbruI Defnce Ranieut, (Defense Electronics and
Computing Supplement), December 199Q p.155.
'Changes at Pine Gap Joint Facility' , Defence Narc ReleaseNo.9Bl82,
5fuly 1982.

E
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latest two radomes (the tenth and eleventh) to be installed at the
facility.tt

There are several rcasons for this increasing Australian
industry involvencnt in these defence and intelligence space activldes.
First, the Australian aerospace industry ibelf has beconrc more capable
over the past quarter of a century. In the late 1950s and early 1970s,
when Pine Gap and Numrngar were originally built, Ausbalian
industry had rclatively little to offer. Second, the ortraordinaqy
secrecy surrounding the establishment of these facilities meant that
Australian industry was simply not apprised of the equipment
requirements. Rather, the equipment contracts were negotiated by the
US authorities - the CIA, the Deparfnent of Defense and the US Air
Force - with the US companies with which secret arrangements were
already in place for the provision of such equipment (induding E-
Systems Inc., TRW Systems Inc., and IBM). As this secrecy has
progressively dissipated, at least with respect to the partiorlar function
of Numrngar (the DSP-E satellite ground control station), the general
function of Pine Gap (the cpntrol of geostaHonary SIGINT satellites)
and the nafi.rre of the ground support and computer equipment at the
facilities, the scope for Australian industry involvement has o<panded.
And, third, the more recent Aushalian defence spac€ programs have
been somewhat less sensitive than the operations of the ioint facilities,
and the procurcment procedures administered by the Australian
Departsnent of Defence rather than US authorities, and hence, again,
there has been greater scope for Ausbalian indusby participation. In
addition, the Departsnent of Defence has become more mindful of the
need to establish a more self-reliant defence industry ln this country,
and hence has made greater efforts to ensure that Australian industry
receives significant proportions of the equipment and work involved
in recent programs.

However, notwithstanding this increasing Australian industry
involvement, there remains much more which can be done. With
respect to the pint facilities, which together still comprise the largest
defence space activity in this country, it is still the case that new
equiprnent requirements are determined by the relevant US authorities

11 Greg Ttromson,'$2.7 m Base Home Boosh Radomes Will be Built
by Alice Firm', Centralian Noocate (Alice Springs), 5 September
1990,p.2.
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and discussed wittr US tlack' conhactors well before Australian
industsyever leams of them. The participation of Australian industry
in the progressive modemisation of these facilities is therefore
inevitably limited to the provision of secondary and supporting
services and equipments. And while there has been a significant
improvernent in Defence's policies and actions concerning acquainting
industry rrith defence requirements and ensuring increasing
Ausbalian content in Defence programs, there remains virtually no
feed-back from the other direction. In other words, there is no
effective process in which industry is able to inform Defence of
research activities or product developments which, at least as modified
through continuing Defenceindustry dialogue, could be very valuable
to Defence. Savings mightbemade and capabilities enhanced.

Some of the recent developments in the civil scientific,
technological and industrial community which could be valuable to
Defence are as follows:

o design and production of satellite earth terminds.
International sateof-the-art expertise in this area
ranges from large (e.g. 26-mebe, 25Gtonne) fixed
terminals, through specialised tracking and receiving
terminals (e.9. for reception of data from
environmental and meteorological satellites), to
'smart'mobile terminals for L-based mobile satellite
communications.

. design and prototyping of spacecraft antennas,
including sophisticated spot beam antennas.

r design and development of data network control
systems for optimum interface of space and ground
segments of data networks.

o microwave technology, including design and
manufach'rre of filters, waveguides, frequency
converters, and low noise and high power amplifiers
for use aboard satellites as well as in ground stations.

. study and design of low cost (i.e. $15-20 m)
lightweight (i.e. less than 300 kg launch mass)
satellites.
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. desitn and production of satelliteborne serunr
systems, including ultra-violet telescopes, infrared
focal plane assemblies, visible and short-wave infrared
scarmerg, laser sounders, radiometers, atsnospheric
pressure sounden, synthetic aperture radar (SAR)

systerns, and digital imaging telescopes.

. desi8ln and development of other spacecraft
components, including advanced composite materials,
high efficiency silicon solar cells for solar panels, and
other shruchrral subassemblies.

. data processing techniques and systems, including
personal computer (PO-based image processing
systems (such as microBrian), general purpose
imagrng processing packages,and the high-speed Fast
Delivery Processor (FDP) for one-tenth real-time
processing of high-bit rate data from synthetic
aperhrc radars.

. manufacture and operation of satellite tracking,
telemetry, command and monitoring ffrc&M)
ground facilities.

. nranagement of small- and large-scale high technology
space-related activities.

o provision of maintenance and logistic support for high
technology space-related activities.

This list is far from exhaustive. In the first place, it is meant
only to be illushative of the sorts of capabilities currently available in
Australian industry which could have defence import. Second,
however, Australia currently lacks any mechanism through which the
research, products and services that are available in the civil sector and
that might be of defence import could be comprehensively and reliably
identified and elucidated.

An essential requirement is the institutionalisation of some
mechanism for continuous dialogue between Defence and industry
(including the research community), so that Defence can keep industry
abreast of its interests and rcquirements and industry can keep
Defence informed of its extant and potential capabilities with respect
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to space products and services. Without such a mechanism, it is
simplynot possible to realise the full potential of the Australian space
science, technology and industry capabilities.

3. Infrastnrcture Coordination:
Defence plaruring and civil infrashucture development should

proceed in dose harmony. No maior development project should be
undertaken without the most careful consideration of the defence
implicatiors, both positive and negative, since such proiects invariably
add to the infrastructure which can be utilised by the Australian
Defence Force (ADF) but can also pose defence problems. At the very
least, the people and the property require protection. On the other
hand, no maior defence proiect should be undertaken without
consideration of the implications for national development. The
establishment of an airfield or a maior communications facility in some
areas can have a quite marginal effect on national development,
whercas the same invesbnent elsewhere can generate significant
development.l2

Given Australia's limited resources, any duplication in the
military sector of capabilities in, or likely to become available in, the
civil sector should be resisted. On the one hand, the civil
infrastruch.rre has much to offer the military; on the other hand, the
military can often do mudr to promote the civil sector and advance
regional and national development plans. Planning for national
development and national security should be indivisible.

Civil space proiects are frequently of sufficiently large rale
and involve advanced technologies as to be of direct utility to defence
planning and operations. The use of the AUSSAT system and its
associated infrastruchrre to provide the DEFAUSSAT component of
theDefence Integrated Secure Communications Network (DISCON) is
a good example of this.

rz See Desmond Ball and l.O. Langtry, Conclusions: National
Development and National Security', in f.O. Langtry and
Desmond Ball (eds.), AVulnerable Country?: Cioil Rrr,ourca in the
Defmce of Australia, (Australian National University Press,
Canbeno 1985), chapter 24.
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The establishment of a RAAF bare base (RAAF Schergal on
Cape York, which will proceed in about the same timeframe as the
Cape York Spaceport should this proiect eventuate, provide an
opportunity to use defence inveshnents to promote regional and
national development while perhaps leading to significant saving in
the Defence vote itself.

A RtLUr barebase on CapeYork is needed to fill thelast mailr
gap in the RAAF air base network aooss northern Austsalia.l3 fire
cost of the base is ltkely to be around $tum (in 19E7 dollan).ra The
base will have extensive runways with hard stands and loading areas,
fuel facilities, and basic lx)wer, water, sewerage and other senrices to
support a substantial lnfusion of PA/N: aircraft and personnel at short
notice. In normal circumstances, the only ocrupants would be a srnall
caretaker staff.lS

In fune 1987, Defence Minister Beazley announced that the
preferred site for the RAAF base was near Weipa on the west cpast of
the Cape York Peniruula.l6 Since then, a site survey has been
completed on Sudley Station, some 40 km east of Weipa.

The proposed Cape York Spaceport will also require
substantial airport facilities. There remain some uncertaintie about
the viability of the proiect, and hence whether and when a commercial
decision to proceed will be rnade, as well as about the location of the
Spaceport, although an east coast site is preferred for laundr safety and

l4

r5

See Paul Dibb, Reodat of Archalia's Defence Capbilitia: Report to
tlu Minbla fw Defnce, (Australian Government pubiishing
Service, C-anbera, l9tt6), pp.103, 143; and The Hon Kim C-.
Bnazley, Minister for Defence, The Defence of Australia 1g87,
(Aushalian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, lg$n,
pp53,6.
Ken Blanch, North to Get $70m Fighter Base Early in 1g0s:
Brlazle/, Courb lv[ail (Brisbane), 25 June 7987,p8.
!e Ross Babbage, The Strategic Signifcanie of Tona Strait,
(Canberra l"purs on Strategy and Defence No.6i, Straegic and
Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
C-anberr4 1990), p.l 13.
Ken Blanch, North to C,et $70m Fighter Base Early in lg0s:
Beazlet', Couriq Mail (Brisbane), 5 f une 7987, p 3.
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logistic support reasons. This raises the prospect that two airfields
rnay h built almost simultaneously to take international standard
aircraft (such as Boeing 747s) within 80 km of each other on remote
CapeYork.

Engineering studies conducted in 1987-88 provide some idea
of the rale and type of airport facilities that would be required by the
Spaceport. According to the Infrastructure anil Enaironmantal Scoping
Slrdy produced for the Institution of Engineers Australia, for example,
the initial requirements would include an international standird
aiqport with a runway 3,700m long by 45 m wide, to service large
transport aircraft such as C-5s,747s, and C-130s. To cater for the take.
off and landing requirements of advanced reusable vehicles (such as
the HOTOL Aerospaceplane or Trans Ahnospheric Vehicle), the
runway length and width would have to be extended to 5,fi)0m and
80m respectively. The runway would have to be located within the
Spacepo$ at least in the case of reusable vehicle operations, for
reasons such as security and proximity to the control centre and
payload preparation facilities. The airport would also require
taxiways, aprons, terminal buildings and storage facilities.
Construction of the airport would constitute a major cost item (of the
order of 10 per cent) of the Spaceport.lT

Assuming a decision were made to build the Spaceport on the
east coast of Cape York, there would be a strong case for Defence to
gonsideq Se possiUility of a joint approach to the airfield development.
Sonc of the primary advantages of co-location on the east coait were
adumbrated by Ross Babbage ina report prepared for the Department
of Defence by the Srategic and Defence Studies Centre in 1989, as
follows:

o First, there could be a substantial saving in
overall expenditure. There may also be
political ramifications in spending tax payers

17 
lvfrydonald Wagner Pty Limited, Hollingsworth Consultants pty
Ltd, and Crooks Michell Peacock Stewart (eld) pty Limited, Cape
York Intqrutional Spaceport: lnfrastructure anil Emthonmantal lssurs
Scopdng Stuily, (The Institution of Engineers Aushalia, Canberra,
luly 19871, Part A, pp.f 9-20.
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money building a second international
standard airfield in such close proximity.

o Second, werc Defence to offer to build the
airfield for the spaceport (with various
acrompanying safeguards), this would be a
substan6al indirect subsidy to the spaceport at
no (or little) real cost to ti',e Co-monriealth.
This could be an important factor ln the
economics of the overalt project. To the extent
that the nation has an interest in the spaceport
being built and operating profitably,
cooperation of this sort could be of substantial
mutual benefit.

o Third, the spac€port plans a number of
facilities and services for the airport and
adjacent area that Defence is not plaruring for
its bare base, but which co-location would
provide. For instance, the spaceport plans to
install sophisticated radar and range tracking
facilities that could be useful for RAAF area
surveillance, aerial warning, air baffic control
and possibly (with some modifications) air
combat rnanoeuwe training. fire Space
Agency will need its own fuel at the airfield
and probably fire and otherservices. Manyof
the staff at the spaceport will be skilled
aeronautical engineers and technicians who
will work in well*quipped workshops. These
people may have a latent capability to support
RAAF operations as forwarddeployed RAAI]
Reservists.

Security for the spaceport is expected
to be tight, involving a 20 km radius secure
buffer zone with a range of specialised
protective measures.

o FourttU in order to attract and retain the 2,(X)0
mostly higNy skilled staff required for stage
one, the Space Agency plans a veqy modern
town with a range of supporting facilities.
These amenities could readily support any
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additional RAAF personnel that may
periodically be deployed to the airfield.

o Fifth, the east coast location has important
economic and seorrity advantages. Logistic
support for the spaceport should be
comparatively easy and inexpensive up the
east coast inside the Great Barrier Reef. An
off-shore fuel float line and a large barge ramp
are planned by the Space Agency at Bolt
Head. Support shipping would not need to
pass through Torres Strait, nor traverse the
narrow, shallow and potentially vulnerable
11 km channel in Weipa Harbour.

Moreover, in many contingencies, an
east coast location would be significantly less
exposed to harassment and raiding activities
than one close to the comparatively open and
accessible west coast. This, together with the
spacrporfs broader security measures, could
reduce substantially the scale of the ground
defensive task in a range of contingencies.

o Sixth, co-location would mean that in a range
of defence contingencies protective defence
measures would be required at only one malor
new facility rather than two.18

There rnay, of course, be some disadvantages with co-location.
Sonc of these have also been summarised by Dr Babbage.l9
Questions have been raised, for example, about the possible weather
limitations of east coast locations. Available data suggests, however,
that cyclone occurrences are less frequent on the east than the west
coast of Cape York. The Cape York Space Agency believes that its
proposed airfield site, about 8 km inland, is largely unaffected by
weather constraints. It is located on a wide, well-drained heath and
scrubland plain.

Ross Babbage, The Strategic Significance of Tones Strait, pp.7l5-
lr7.
lbid.,p.117.
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A second possiblediffiorlty could arise werc important RAAF
leguirements found to be incompatible with those of the Spaceport.
This deserves careful coruideration.

The most serious danger of constructing the RAAF base in
coniunction with the Spaceport is that the latter may fail. protection
against this eventuality would need to be incorporated in any Defence
agreement with the Spaceport authority.

The import of this discussion is not to suggest an early
decision for co-locatiory but merely to point out that the ponsibility of a
large civil space proiect has important implicationJ for Defence
pfnning. If the Spaceport is built, Defence could acquire airfield and
other support facilities at greatly reduced overall cosl to the taxpayer,
while enhangng the overall viability of the Spaceport project.- The
issues at stake are c€rtainly worthy of serious ihter<eparunental
consideration.

4. SurveillanceandEnvlronmentalMonltoring:
A national approach to space programs would allow the

acquisition of capabilities whidr would be valuable to both the civil
and defence communities but whicfi could not be iustified in terms of
cost+ffectiveness by either the civil or defence communities
proceeding_ separately.20 A national remote sensing capability,
involving the use of spaceborne imagery and other sensoi systems for

20 For-1grry study of this approach, see Desmond Ball,IO. Langtry
and |.D. Stevenso-n, D$endTheNofth: The Ca* fu t u Albe Spiigi-
Dayn.n Railwny, (George Allen & Unwiry Sydney, lgg5).

It is argued in this st'dy that a transcontin6ntal rail link from
Darwin through Alice Springs would be invaluable in most
conceivable northern defence contingencies but that the
construction and operating costs are beyond Defence resources
given other Defence requirements; that the ecpnomic and social
benefits of the rail link would be enormous but that the project
would probably not be viable in straight economic terms; ind
hence that a national approactr, involving some Governrnent
supplementation 9f the proiect on defence grounds b offset any
lack in financial viability, would provide a major and affordabll
national asset.
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environnrental monitoring as well as surveillance of Australia's region
of primary strategic interest, provides a superb example of the
potential of such a national approach.

For several years now, studies have been underway within the
defence establishnrent of the possibility of a satellite surveillance
capability. There have been three areas of particular focus. First,
Australian defence planners are interested in geographic information -
both physical and infrastructural - for planning the defence of
Australia.2l Such tasks as mapping, vegetation and terrain
characterisation, and the development of digitat elevation models
could be acromplished using spaceborne visible light, infrared and
microwave sensors. Second, there is a particular interest in ocean
surveillance capabilities for monitoring shipping movements across
the maritinn approadres. And third, there is a more general interest
in the surveillance of Australia's area of primary strategic interest.

For states with global strategic interests, such as the United
Sates and the Soviet Union, investmenls in radar imaging,
photographic and elecbo-optical imaging, infra-red, SIGINT and ocean
surveillance satellite systems, amounting to several billion dollars a
year, have not been difficult to iustify on national security grounds.
For states with more limited areas of strategic interest, however, it is a
different rnatter. Aushalia's area of primary strategic interest is
extremely large. It includes an 'area of direct military interest', where
Aushalia seeks to exert independent militaqy power, and which
extends over 4,000 nautical miles from the Cocos Islands in the west to
New Zealand and the islands of the Southwest Pacific in the east, and
over 3,0fl) nautical miles from the archipelago and island chain in the
north to the Southern Ocean; and it encompasses Southeast Asia and
the South Pacific generally, in which developments can affect our
national security - a total of some 20 per cent of the earth's surface.22
Despite this enormous expanse, however, satellites in low+arth orbits
(LEO), whether in equatorial or polar orbits, would spend as much as
threquarters of their time over areas of little or no interest to

See Desmond BaIl and Ross Babbage (eds.), Gagrrphic Information
Systms: Defnce AVplicafions, (Brassey's Australia, Sydney, 1989).
See Paul Dibb, Reaiat of Australia's Det'ence Capabilities: Rqort to
the Minbter- fw Defence, (Australian Government Publishing
Service, Canberra, 1986), pp.34, 37.
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Australian defence planners. Moreover, much of Aushalia's area of
primary strategic interest lies in the tropics, where semi-permanent
cloud cpver and high atmospheric moisture content greatly limitg the
value of visible and infra-red sensors, and where data must be
acrumulated from mulHple passes in order to provide sufficient
worthwhile irnagery. Microwave radar sensors would be most
advantageous. It is likely that airborne platforms, equipped with
radar, visible light and infra-red sensonr, capable of being directed at
areas of interest at short notice and of real-time data disseminatiory
would prove mor€ cost€ffective. On the other han4 the calculus
could well change if the civil requirements for envircnmental
monitoring were incorporated in system evaluations.

Aushalia is very well placed, both geographically and with
respect to extant skills, experience and capabilities, for engaging in
remote sensing from space. This was officially recognised when the
Government armounced its establishment of a national space policy in
September 1986, atwhidr time it endorsed the recommendation oi the
Madigan Report, A Spce Policy fur Austualia, that:

The major market thrust of Aushalian space activities
should be in the remote-sensing sector, involving both
hardware and software....

The recomnnndation ... recognises the significant
competence in this field which already exists ln
Australia.23

Geographically, Australia provides 'a politically stable and
acceptable, sbaFgic location in the Southern hemisphere from whidr
to monitor suchproblems as the greenhouse effect, ozonedepletion, El

2s Australian Spae Board, Annul Rqort 19g6-87, (Australian
Government Publishing Senrice, Canberra,1988), Appmdix 3, ,A
Space Policy for Ausbali{, p.25. See also Space Science and

lechnologiy Working Party of the Australian Academy of
Technological Sciences fchaired by Sir Russell Madiganl, A Spae
Poliq for Austtalia: A Report Prepareil for the Ministb for Sciince,
(Aushalian Academy of Technological Sciences, parkville, Vic.,
June 1985), p.32.
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Nino and other global environmental factors.24 In addition, 'the
geological processes within the horizon of Australian reception
facilities span almost everygeological era and phenomenon'.2S

fire skills, experience and capabilities which already exist in
Australia in the area of remote sensing are manifold. They include:

. long exposure to the technology, induding 50 years
usage of aerial photography and airborne geophysics,
25 years with meteorological satellite dah and 17
years with earth observation satellite data (as of July
1989).

o internationally respected research centres in the
CSIRO and several Australian universities.

. sbong acceptance of remote sensing by the mineral
indusEy.

o the accumulation of extensive experience with
practical applications - including meteoro-logical
applications, covering a wide range of climatic
conditions and temperature regimes; mineral
exploration; welldeveloped shallow water and reef
mapping capabilities; and land management
applications.

o hardware R&D design and manufacturing
capabilities, exemplified by developments sudr as
production of receiving stations for NOAA
oceanographic and meteorological satellite data,
production of CSlRO-designed antennas; hardware
associated with the Australian Centre for Remote
Sensing (ACRES) facilily in Alice Springs and the
Tasmanian Earth Resources Satellite Station (TERSS)

at the University of Tasmania in Hobart; and the

Remote Sensing Working Party, Australian Space Board,
Australian Ranote Sensing lndustry Strategy anil Action PIan,
(Aushalian Space Office, Department of Industry, Technology
and C-ommerce, Canberra,3 fuly 1989), p.15.
tud..
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design of VISI drips, CCD sensors and the ERgl fast
delivery processor.

o the design and manufacture of sensing slntems,
including the Geoscan scanner, ima$ng spectrometers,
atsnospheric pressure sensors, ocean colour scannerB,
the infrared focal plane assembly (IRF"A) of the
Along Tracl Scanning Radiometer (ATSA) for the
ER92 satellite, ulUa-violet telescopes, and synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) systems.

o the development of commercial image processing
systems and software packages, sudr as the
MicroBrian image analysis system, the CSIRO DSIMP
imlge.lnalysis software package the Gipsy, Arlutry
and A-lmage image processing systems, the GSAR
radar software, and the MO$l upgrade software.

. remote sensing education and training capabilitiss.25

The benefits to be derived from these remote sensing
capabilities are elronnous. commercially, the market for remote

tryin-g syslems and senvices is growing rapidly; it was estirnated in
1989 that 'Australia sho{d be capable of commanding an aggregate
value-added services and image processing market shire of flsoxo
million over the next ten yeats'.zl Even greater economic benefits are
likely to be achieved from the apptication-of remote sensing b mineral
exploration, exploitation of fishery and other marine resouices, natural
ajqrt"t monitoring, nunagement of cash crops (such as cotton and
rice), urban and landscape planning, and land managerent generally.
over the longer t9rm, the principil benefits of reriote seiling n'ilt
ensue from an enhanced ability to monitor the global environment,
ecosystems and dimate. Indeed, the maintenance of llobat
habitability' is likely to prove to be the principal justification 6r m
enorrnous investments involved in the development and
implementation of spaceborne remote sensing technotogyi8

26

27

28

Ibid.,pp.1G27.
lbiil.,p.3.
Ibiil.,p.2.
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AusEalian authorities have recognised that 'substantial
budgeb' would be required to establish a satellite environmental
monitoring program, and that 'particularly during times of economic
constraint, it is sensible to maximise the nation's cost recovery through
commercial and industrial development based on the technolog/.29
Although it is unlikely that the total cost of a satellite remote sensing
program could be recovered from commercial returns, it is also
unlikely that the Government would commit itself to long-term
funding of sudr a program'unless a reasonable level of cost recovery
from spinoff commercial operations can be demonshated'.30

llre calculus would become much more positive if a
significant defence value could be demonstrate for spaceborne remote
sensing. As noted above, the nature of the bopical atmosphere in
Australia's area of primary strategic interest and limitations imposed
by the physicts of orbital parameters greatly reduce the utility to
Defence of many of the sensor systems and operations that would be
required for environmental monitoring. Given the essential
commonality of much of the systems and processes involved in the
surveillance and environmental monitoring activities, however,
separate prograrns could not be justificd. Indeed, it is unlikely that a
program dedicated solely to surveillance could be iustified on its own
grounds for at least a couple of decades. There is simply no practical
alternative to a common program. Compromises and tradeoffs would
often have to be accrpted, but these would be imposed by the obiective
of optimising the national value of the program.

Three particularly promising areas for corrrmon programs are
as follows:

o the irint development of Geographic Information
System (GIS) capabilities and techniques. There is a
very substantial overlap between Defence's
requirements for mapping, vegetation and terrain
draracterisation, trafficability models and
infrastrucutre information and the civil requirements
of GIS for land management, infrastrucutre
development, and conscrva tion.

tud..
lbiil.,p.l6.

29

30
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r the ioint development of oceanographic capabilities
and applications. The Navy has an interest not iust i:n
monitoring shipping movements, but dso in
monitoring weather conditions (e.g. sea squalls and
cydone activity), sea states (e.g. significant wave
heights), sea temperatures, ocean circulation
signatures (fronts and eddies), acpustic condidoru,
water darity, ice edges, beach conditioru, etc. Sensors
which provide ocean cplour images, infrared
signatures and altimetry would satisfy much of the
Nav5y's interest as well as those of the environmental
monitoring community.

o the irint design of a spaceborne microwave radar
system. A synthetic aperrure radar (SAII) witr both
scan and 'pencil beam' capabilities would effectively
allow Defence to obtain all-weather high-resolution
surveil-lance data and the environmental community
to monitor such things as tropical deforestation at
lower resolution. It should be possible to opente the
spacecraft in equatorial orbit (perhaps 30" inclination)
with ground hacks optimised to satisfy both
surveillance and environmental monitoring interests.

Perhaps the major problem in implementing a national
satellite surveillance and environmental monitoring program, with
maximum commercial cost recovery, is organisational. Ausbalia's
currelrt activitie in remote sensing are characterised by fragnrentation
and duplication of effort and resources3l The reasons for this
fragmentation were suctinctly summarised by the Remote Sensing
Working Party of the Aushalian Space Board in fuly 1989 as follows:

[T]he Federal/State system of government, the
numberof departmenb which have had responsibility
for remote sensin& the lack of development shategiy
and the effect of commercial competition between the
private industry, government and academic sectorc.32

Ibiil.,pp5,20.
lbiil.,p.20.

31

32
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This problem of fragmentation is compounded by 'the minor role
played by the Ausbalian defence sector in providing the focus,
financial support and R&D contracts for remote sensing which have
been a rnapr stimulus to industrial development in other countries'.an
It is umealistic to expect Defence to senre as the primary dynamo for
remote sensing in this countlr but, nevertheless, ttrere is no doubt that
Defence could be a much greater stimulant than at present. The I-aser
Airborne Depth Sounder (LADS) developed by DSTO is one of the
few examples of where the Defence sector has generated a marketable
remote sensing product. Defence R&D and applications in the remote
senslng area to date have largely developed in isolation. Yet 'the
defence s€ctor, particularly in the areas of mapping, surveillance and
terrain ass€ssrnent, is potentially one of the most significant users of
the technologl/ - ind, as such, it 'should conbibute to the strategic
plaming process' conceming the development of space.based remote
sensing in this countr,r.3{

In its report issued in fuly 1989, the Remote Sensing Working
Pa"ty of the Australian Space Board made two important
recornmendations for addressing the fragrrcntation of Australia's
remote sensing effort in general and for involving Defence in the
national effort more particularly. With regard to Defence involvement,
the Remote Sensing Working Party recomrnended that:

A ilint task force between the ASB [Australian Space
Boardl and the Departnrent of Defence should be
established to investigate the pres€nt and potential
role of the defence sector in remote s€nsing
development and the requirements of the defence
sector from rernote seruing. This investigation should
include an assessment of procurement plans for
remote sensing equipment.3s

Moregenerally, theWorking Party argued that:

The present national remote sensing rnanagement
committee structure must be rationalised to minimise
fragmentation and duplication of effort and to provide

33 IUd,
34 lbiil.,p.43.
3s lbid..
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coherent direction. This management structure
should incorporate the existing ALCORSS [the
Australian Liaison Committee on Remote Sensing by
SateUitel and the.&SB Remote Sensing Working Party
and involve other relevant departments sudr as
Foreign Affairs and Trade and Defence.35

The rationalised management shrrcture recommended by the Working
ParV would consist of a National Remote Sensing Development
Committee, with three chapters - ALCORSS. the Australian Space
Board Remote Sensing Committee, and a Commonwealth Agencies
CommitteeST The Working Party recommended that 'a representative
from the Defence Force should ... be invited to serve on ALCORSS and
the Department of Defence should be represented on the
Commonwealth Agencies Committee'.38

There has been some progress in implementing these
recommendations. The Austsalian Space Board established its
Committee on Remote Sensing in luly 1989, but it indudes no Defence
representatiory and there is still no Defence representative on
ALCORSS. The Commonwealth Agencies Committee has been
established in the form of the Commonwealth Remote Sensing
Committee, on which Defence is represented by the Director General
of Space and Special Projects in the Defence Science and Technology
Organisation (DETO). However, these steps still leave a long way to
go. The rnanagement sEucture for Australia's remote sensing effort
remains fragmented, and Defence's involvement in that stmcture
remains peripheral.

Regional Cooperation:

The security value of a spacebome remote sensing capability
could go well beyond the direct benefits to Australian defence
planners. Australia's security is, in the long-term, fundamentally
dependent upon our relationships with our neighbours. It is therefore
important that Australia involve itself as a partner in as many regional

lbid.,p5.
lbid.,pp.4M1.
Ibiil.,p.44.

%
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cooperative security arangemenb and confidence building measures
(CBMs) as possible.39 Drect collaboration with our neilhbours in
remote sensing, and mutual assistance in the solution of common
p-roblems, could provide Australia with a significant leadership role in
the region.

Australia is already participating in regional collaboration
qrough its active support of the regional Inter-governmental
consultative committee (ICC) and the UNESCAp Regironar Remote
sensing Programme.4o other Australian initiatives have been
suggested which would provide:

o a focus for government to government collaborative
projects aimed at the investigation and solution of
cornmon applications problems;

e assistanc€ to those countries in the region which
presently lack remote sensing facilities;

o a vehicle for commercial development of image
analysis systems and mcthodologies to take advantage
of the particular skills of each country;

. a vehicle for the joint research and development of
sensors and systems of particular relevance to the
region, such as hopical sensors, marine and flood
monitoring systems, etc.;

. a vehicle for the development of common training
programs; and

. a basis for mutual study and monitoring of long-term
regional environmental and climatic changes.4l

See Desrnond Ball, Buililing Blocks for Regional Secarity: An

lys\alian Perryatiae on Confidence and Securig Building Measura
rcSBMil in tle AsialPacit'ic Region, (Canbena papers on Snategy
and Defence No.83, SEategic and Defence Studies Centie,
Australian National Universi ty, Ca nberra, 1 99 1 ).

-Remotg 
Sensing Working Party, Australian Space Board,

Australian Ranote Snsing lnilustry Strategy anit Actioi plan, p.33.
rud..
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Australian leadership in regional collaboration in remote
seruing would provide a mechanism for identifying and solving
common regional problerrs which ooncern Australia as much as our
neighbours; a mearu of paying Aushalia's dues to the intemational
communi$r and eruuring continuity of access to earth resources and
meteorological satellite data; a means of promoting Australia's
commercial position in regional markets; and a mearu of giving
practical effect to the Governmenfs regional security polides of
'comprehensive engagernenf for Southeast Asia and 'constructive
commitmenf for the South Pacific.42

a See Gareth Evans, Minister for Foreign Affain and Tradg
Australia's Regiotul Saurity, (Management Information
Processing, Departnrcnt of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra,
December 7989), pp.M46.



CHAPTER 4

NATIONAL SPACE POLICY AND
MACHINERY

Austsalia needs a national space policy which incoqporates
defence and intelligence space activities as well as civil and
commercial space activities. The appropriate madrinery for
cmrdination of the countr5/s space activities should be based on the
existing Australian Space Board (ASB) and Australian Space Office
(ASO).

By the early 1980s, the need for a national space poliry and
some rnachinery to provide oversight of Australia's various space
related activities and to encourage further development of Australian
space capabilities had become widely recognised throughout the
Australian space science and aerospace industqy community. As a
result, in May 1984 the Minister for Science and Technology, the Hon.
BarryJones, invited the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences
'to establish a working party to articulate a set of national goals for
Australia in space and to recommend a structure to implement them'.l
The report of the Working Pargr, entitled A Space Policy fur Australia
Out commonly referred to as the Madigan Report, after the chairman
of the Working Party, Sir Russel Madigan), presented to the Minister in
fune 1985, was the most ambitious and comprehensive review yet
undertaken of Australia's potential scientific, technological and
industrial capacity with respect to spac€. It argued that bur space
potential is fragmented and dispersed, and requires to be drawn
together and fostered under a national space poligy'.2 It recommended
that ?ushalia should as a matter of urgency establish a national space
poltcy to facilitate the achievement of an appropriate industrial,

Space Science and Technology Working Party of the Australian
Academy of Technological Sciences [chaired by Sir Russel
Madiganl, A Space Policy for Australh: A REort Prepareil Far the
Minbta for Scicnce, (Australian Academy of Technological
Scienc€s, Parkville, Vic., June 1985), p.14.
lbiil.,p.l.
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technological, and scientific structure for Australia's participation in
space-;3 and that:

An independent Stahrtory Authority, with its own
Board of Management, should be created to:
. advise the C,overnment on space R&D policies

and priorities;
. coordinate and manage the national space

Programme;r liaise with research institutions, user groups,
government deparbnents, and other agencies
to establish long-term developnrent
requirements;

o forrnulate and implement a coordinated and
cohesive series of space proiects in acrordance
with the national space policy;

o place government-funded contracb in
industry, research establishments, and centres
of higher education; and

o interface with the maior overseas space
organisations.

However, notwithstanding the fact that the Madigan report
was tnore comprehensive than any previous review of Ausbalia's
space potential and possible coordination arrangemenb, lt had one
mapr lacunae - it 'specifically excluded' the defence elemenb of a
national space policy. Despite the fact that the Departsnent of
Defence has pohcy responsibility for Australia's largest set of space
activities, there was no representative from Defence on either the
Working Party or the Secretariat staff. Submlssions to the Worklng
Party were received from the Defence Science and Technology
Organisation (DSTO) and its Advanced Engineering Laboratory, as
well as from the Department of Defence Support, but not from the
Departsnent of Defence itself.

In any event, while the Government 'accepted the thrust of the
Madigan Report's recommendations', it believed that some of the

lbiil.,pA.
lbiil.,p.7l.
lbiil,,p.75.
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particular proposals were tq) ambitious. For example, the Minister for
Industry, Technology and Commerce and the Minister for Science
statd in a pint statement issued on 22 September 1986 that:

The Madigan Report proposed the setting up of a
statutoqy authority to pull together all of the countrl/s
space efforts and the Government supports this view
in principle.

But we believe the magnitude of Australia's current
space involvement does not yet warrant such a body.

Accordingly, an Australian Space Board will be
formed for the time being as a non-statutory trody.6

The Aushalim Space Board:

The terms of reference of the Australian Space Board have
been officially summarised as follows:

The role of the Board [isl to co-ordinate and manage a
national spac€ program, provide a focal point for
liaison activities both nationally and internationally,
encourage the involvement of industry in space R&D
activities, and provide advice to the Government on
spac€ R&D priorities in accordance with the
Govemmenfs broader general industry policy
framework.T

The Board has six members, including the Chairman - three senior
executives from the Australian aerospace industry, two with
backgrounds in space science, and one from the Departrnent of
Industry, Technology and Commerce. Senior officers from other
Departsnents, induding Transport and Communications, Science,
Adminisbative Services and CSIRq attend Board meetings in an
advisory/observer role. The Ministerial announcement of the

'A Space Poliry For Australia', Ministo for lndustry, Technology
anil Commqce News Release N 0.11.4186, 22 September 1986, p.2.
Australian Space Board, Annual Report 1.986-87, (Australian
Govemment Publishing Service, Canberra, 1988), Appendix 3, 'A
Space Policy for Aushali a', pp.22-23.
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establishment of the Board stated that 'liaison with bodies in the
Defence portfolio is also possible',8 and two Defence officers have
subsequently been co-opted as advisers/obsewerc - the Drector
General of Space and Speclal Projects in the Defence Sciencn and
Technology Organisation (DSTO) and the Director General of Military
Strategy and Concepb in the Australian Defence Force (ADD
headquarters in the Deparhent of Defence.

The Board met for the first time on 4 November 1986, and held
l further 12 meetings over the next 12 months (i.e. in the period to
December 1987).9 It met nine times in the 18 months from fanuary
1988 to June 198p,10 and seven times during the 12 months from fuly
1989 toJune 1990.11

There is almost no discnssion of Defence polictes, plans or
programs at Board meetings. The Defence,observers, generally take a
few minutes at each Board meeting to report on particrrlar rnatters
gon5erning Defence, but these are almost invariably peripheral to
Defence's rnaFr space-relatd activities - for example Defencds
position on the use of the Woomera Rocket Range for commetcial
launches, or Defence's attitude to the operation of French
DORIS (Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrared by
Satellite) beacons in Australia. The Board has been advised of th-e
Defence Communications Corporate Plan for 199l-2001 and Defence,s
MILSATCOM proiect, which is designed to provide Defence with L-
band mobile satellite communications services and subsequmtly with
X-band 'military frequeng/ services. However, grrcn the range of
subjects discussed at Board meetings which should be of interest to
Defence planners - sudr as the Space Industry Development program,
the proposals for an Australian Launch Vehicle, the prospects for
satellite remote sensing, developments in satellite navigation
technologies, the opportunities for international collaboratiory and the

lbiil.,p.33.
lbiil.,p2.
Australian Space Board, Aushalian Space Boaril lanwry l98g-lune
198$ (Australian Government Publishing Service,- Canberra,
1990), p.15.
Au_stralian Sp"ce Board, Australian SWe Buril luly IgBg to lune
1990, (Australian Governrnent Publishing SeMce, C-anberra
l99l),p.27.
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direction of the National Space Program - there is no doubt that
Defence contsibutions to Board meetings could be much more
substantial.

ln order to facilitate specialist advice on priority areas under
consideration, from time to time the Board appoints specialist Working
Parties.t2 In recent years these have included a Remote Sensing
Working Party (RSWP), which assessed the sbengths and weaknesses
of Australia's remote sensing industry capabilities, examined the
potmtid for greater commercial development of remote sensing
products and service, and developed a national strategy and action
nl11 for the industryl3 a Satellite Communications Working Party
(SCWP), whidr was established to formulate a national strategyfor the
Aushalian satellite communications industry, with particular respect
to industrial opportunities in the areas of satellite mobile
communications, satellite navigation and positioning systems, satellite
communication systems, itnd international collaboration in space
flightle and a Tracking Industry Working Party, which assesed the
'prospects for development in Australia of a commercially viable
satellite operations industg/.I5 As recommended by the Remote
Sensing Working Party, the Australian Space Board has also
established a C-ommittee on Remote Sensing to develop appropriate
policies and sbategies to promote an internationally competitive
remote sensing industry in Australia.l6

Despite the extensive Defence involvement in the various
areas of remote sensing, satellite communications and satellite

FTki.,g, there was not a single officer from Defence on any of these
Working Parties or on the Committee on Remote Sensing.

Australian Space Board, Awtralian Space Board lanwry 1.988-lune
7989,pp.1*77.
See Remote Sensing Working Party, Australian Space Board,
Arctralian Remote Sensing lnilustry Strategy anil Action plan,
(Australian Space Office, Department of Industry, Technology
and C-ommerce, Canberra, 3 fuly 1989).
Australian Space Board, Australian Space Board lanuary 1988-June
7989,pp.1fi17.
Ihiil.,p.l7.
Aushalian Space Board, Australian Space Boaril July 1989 to lune
1990, pp.gGgr.

t2
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The Austsalian Space Offlce:
The Australian Space Office (ASO) was established in 1987

within the Departsnent of Industry, Technology and Commerce to
support the Australian Space Board in the implementation of
Australia's space policy. Its principal functions include:

. providing pohcy and administrative support to the
Australian Space Board;

o developing strategies for Australian industry to
becrcme more involved in space activities;

o advising the Government on space R&D priorities;

. supervising and managing the National Space
Program;

. managlng space operations, including supervision of
the operation of the NASA tracking stations in
Australia;

o acting as a focal point for liaison with intemational
space agencies;

o liaising with research institutions, industry and user
groups to establish long-term national space needs;
and

o gathering and coordinating information on Australia's
space related research and industrial capabilitie, and
providing an information referral service to potential
users.l7

The ASO operates under the direction of the Executive
Director, who also serves as a memhr of the Australian Space Board.
The Office curently has 21 staff members, and comprises four
Sections:lE

Ausbalian Space Board, Archalian Space Bard lanumy 1988-lune
'1.989, p.l; and Australian Space Board, Australian Spce Burd luly
7989 tolune7990,p.34.
Ibiil.,p34-35.
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. Space Policy and Program Section: This Section is
rcsponsible for the development of policy and advice
concerning Australia's space activities, the
development and implementation of policy obiectives,
and servicing the Australian Space Board and its
Committees.

o Space ltoiects Section: The Space Proiects Section is
responsible for the implementation of space projects
approved by the Australian Space Board for funding
under the National Space Program.

. Iaundr Services Section: This Section provides
coordination of Commonwealth Government
Activities relating to the development of the Cape
York Spaceport.

It also provides policy advice on proposals to
develop launch vehicles, launch services and
recoverable satellite payloads.

o NASA Administration and Finance Section: This
Section administers the contract between NASA and
the contracting company for the operation of the
NASA facilities at Tidbinbilla, ACI, and Yanagadee,
wA.

Inter-action between the ASO and Defence is essentially non-
existent, apart from that which involves the Defence observers bn the
ASL which, as noted above, is fairly peripheral to the malJr activities
of both the Board and Defence. Staff of the ASO rarely visit Defence
facilities and laboratories, and officers from Defence rarely initiate
meetings with ASO persorurel. This lack of interaction between
Defence and the ASO must rank as one of the most important
weaknesses in the efforts to develop a national space poliry.

The US Practice:

The United States maintains the largest space program in the
world in terms of budget expenditures - more than g(US)30billion in
1991. More than half of this activity involves US defence and
intelligence spac€ programs - including pho tographic reconnaissance,
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SIGINT, ocean sunreillance and other technical intelligence collection
satellites, defence communications satellites, early warning satellites,
navigation satellites, and space research associated with the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI). About 43 per cent of total US space activity,
or sonre $OS)14.7 billion in FY 1992, involves the National Space and
Aeronautics Administration (NASA). Cooperation between NASA
and the US defence and intelligence community ls veqy close, though
not alwaln devoid of tension and sometimes even downright hostility.

NASA was established by act of Congress on l6luly 1958 to
administer the civilian space program. Until fuly 1958, all US space
related activities were under the control of either the military semices
or the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, itself principally
a cpnsultant and tester for the US Air Force on spacecraft design and
development. NASA was very much a product of the shock induced
in the United Sates by Sputnikl (launched on 4 October 1957) and
Sputnikll(3 November DSn. Although NASA was to be essentially a
civilian organisatiory it was appreciated from the outset that tecause
there is a gr:ay area between civilian and mititary intierests, and
unavoidable overlapping', NASA would be involved in some defence
related activities. A Civilian-Milihry Liaison Committee was
established to make debrminations of responsibility and iurisdiction
over space proiects as between NASA and the Departrnent of Defensg
to ensure that where separate military and civilian proiects were
maintained there would be 'full exchange of such information as the
other agency may require to carryr out its responsibilities', and to
oversee proiects 'determined to be of sufficient irint interest as to h
conducted cooperatively'.x)

'Space', Aoiation Week A Space Technology, 18 March 1991, p.l4i;
Andrew Lawler, 'Large NASA Increase Soughf, Spce Narc, 3
February 1991, p.l; Richard W. Stevenson, 'Space Program Shifts
Focns', Nat York Tima, 7 February 1997, p.D-7; and Desmond
Ball, Cunmt Sfiategic Daelopnmts and lmplicatiotts for the
Aerospace lnilustry, (Working Paper No.23O Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre, Australian National University, 

-Canberra, 
May

l99l),pp.l9-21.
SeeAlison Griffith, TheNatiotul Anonautics and Space Act: AStudy
of the Doelopnent of Public Policy, (Public Affain Press,
Washington, D.C., 1962r, pp.92-94.
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In Sepbmber 1960, NASA and the Deparbnent of Defense
agreed to enhance cooperation by means of a new Aeronautics and
Astronautics Coordinating Board (AACB), with the Depug
Administrator of NASA and the Director of Defense Researcrr-ani
Engineering (DDR&E) in the Department of Defense as co-chairmen.2l
The general function of the AACB is to provide 'broad policy guidance
on mairr problems of concarn to both agencies [i.e. NaSa ana popl in
the aeronaudcs and space areas'.22 According to testimony to
Congress in March 1977, theAACB has proved to be ,a highly effitive
means of maximizing benefits to be derived from NASA programs for
Defense use, in turn, assuring that technology developed in mititary
programlr is available for civil applications'.23 In addition to the AACI|
itseu, numerous other subsidiary NASA-DoD mechanisms have been
establis-hed tor project cooperation, technology transfer, and for
lmutua[ technical assistance'- These include var-ious panels and sub
panels of the Board, which provide annual reviews of obiectives,
ptggtan{ -11{ Uu9geb, numerous memoranda of unders-anding
between NASA and DoD |rint steering committees, foint Technorog!
Coordinating !rygns and Boards, topical reviews of technolo#,
workshops, and loint shrdy teams.

_. 
Through the_ 1960s, the principal thrust of NASA programs

was direcEd at 'adrieving the goal, before this decade ii oirt, of
lanalg a_Tan on the mq)n and returning him safely to earth,, as

[91i{9n1f9nnedy stated in a special message to Congiess on 25 May
1961.% Ttris involved extensivC cooperation with thd Deparhnent of

Ioyd S. Swensory Jr., fames M. Grimwood and Charles C.
Aler<ander, ThisNao Ocan: AHistory of project M*cury,(National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, b.C., 796r,
P.28/'.
US Senate, Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation,
Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space, NASA
Authorization For Fixal Yur 1g78, (U.-5. Governnient printing
O- ffice, Washington, D.C., lgTT'), Part 3, ppJ, 502, 1690, 1 649.
lbiil.,ppJfiZ,1630.
Ibiil.,p.l650.
rud..
Cibd in Loyed S. Swenson, |r., ]ames M. Grimwood and Charles
C. Alexander, This Nat Ocun: A History of projat Macury,
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Defense and the Services. AII the original NASA astronauts carne from
the Services. All the Maanry, Gemini and Apollo laundres took place
from the US Air Force facilities at Cape Canaveral. A modified Afh
ICBM booster was used for the Macury laundres, and the Titan Il
ICBM booster for the Gmini launches.

Doriog the 1970s, NASA's primary efforb were focussed on
the development of the Space Transportation System (STS) or Shuftle,
the first launch of which took place on 12 April f981. Although
mallgd by NASA, the Shuttle program was very much a Fint
NASA-Defense program. The original NASA Shuttle designs were
modified in several significant areas (including payload lift capacity
and caqgo bay dimensiorc) to satisfy the requirements of the difence
and intelligence corununity. Through the 1980s, most of the Shuttle
crew members came from the Services. The Shuttle became the
principal launch vehicle for us defence and intelligence satellites.
About onethird of all Shuttle flights to date have been entirely
dedicated to defence and/or intelligence missions, while another 23
per cent of Shuttle flights have also contained significant Defense
payloads - i.e. some 60 per cent of total Shuttle flights have involved
defence and/or intelligence missions.T

Although the US Air Force, following the Auilngr disaster
on 28 fanuary 1986, has developed its own heavy launch vehicle, the
litan !' fgr the trighest priorit5/ defence and intelligence satellite
launches, NASA rcmains deeply involved in defencerelited activities.
NASA Scouf boosters and civit facilities at the wallops Flight Facility
in virginia have been used to launch targets for thi us intisateilitb
(ASAT) program3E The shuttle ibelf is still used for strategic Defense

(National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washingtory
D.C.,196r,p.362.
'Space Agency Reaches Agreement With Air Force on Shuttle

lighq, New Ymk Tima., 27 February 1985, p.15; and Craig
Covault, trlew Manifest for Space Shuttle Generates payload
Sponsor Debate', Aoiation Wek B Space Tahnology, 13 October
19t!6,pp.22-23.
'I\ASA Will Impose Sectecy Reshictions On Iaunches of
Antisatellite Targeb', Aaiation Wwk & Space Tahnology, 28
lanuary 1985, p.A.
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Inili3tive {SDI) experiments.29 Several NASA programs which are
publicised as being entirely civil in fact have significant defence
involvement - including *re GEos (Geodetic Earth orbiting satellite)
progr-anu whidr has been used to obtain geodetic and grivitational
data for missile targeting;3o the N.dsA/EosAT LANDSAT satenites,
which were used during the recent Gulf war to provide multispectral
imagery of Saldi Arabia, Kuwait and lraq for topographic mapping,
terrain analysis and tactical planning;3l NASA/Nationat oceaniC ana
Abnospheric Adminisbation (NOAA) GOES (Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite), TIROS-N and Meteosat
meteorological satellites, which provided real-time weather data to us
forces in the Gulf;gz and the NASA Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS), which was used during the recent GuliWar, for
example, to down-link digital imagery from the KH-ll and KH-12

Craig Covault, 'Strategic Defense Initiative Will Use Two Shuttle
Flig_hts A yn!, Aoiation Week & Space Technology, 1g February
1985, p.20; Walter Pincus, €huttle Tests for "Star Wari"
fggeteragd',Washington Post,20 February 1985, p.5; and t,lASA,s
9.k -to _Sqategig Defense Effort Grows With New Spacecraf/,
Aoiation lN e?* ! Space T ahnolo gy, 26 Au g u s t 1 985, pp. 1 g-20.
'C,eosat Data To Aid Trident 2 Accuracy', Aaiati;; Week & Space

\ghnologya lg lu-ly 1982,p.26;and foseph f. Trento, praription 
forDissta: From the Glory of Apollo to the Betrayal of the'Shutile,

(Crown Publishers,Inc., New York, 1987), pp.til-tZi.
'-Splcecraft Played Vital Rote in Gulf War-Victoq/, Aaiation We*
9 Spoo Tahnology, 22 Apnl t991, p.9t; Edwird H. Kolcum,
Militaqy Leaders Say GI€ Success in Gulf Assures Tactical Role
for Satellites', ,4viation Week & Space Technology, 13 May 1991,
p,8fl; Patricia A. Gilmartin,'France,s Spot Satellite Images i+tpea
U.S. Air Force Rehearse Gulf War Missions,, Auiatiin Waie tt
Space Tuhnology, I luly 1991, pp.22-23; and ]ames W. C_anan, ,A
W-atershed in-Space', r{ ir Force Magazine, August 1991, p.37.
Edward H. Kolorm, Military Leaders Say-GpS Succlss in Gulf
Assures Tactical Role for Satellites,, Aaiation Week & Space
Technology,13 May 1997,p.89;and Patricia A. Gilmartiry Trance,s
Spot Satellite Images Helped U.S. Air Force Rehearse Gulf War
Missions', Aviation Week B Space Technolo gy, I July'J,991, p.23.
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imagng satellites and the l-arr:osx radar imaging spacecraft,3B as well
as relaying Defense Department message traffic.3f

The US practice is very illuminating. It demonstsat$ that
close cooperation is possible with respect to both R&D programs and
operational systems, even wherc activities of the highest intelligmce
sensitivity and where actual war-fighHng situations are involved. firis
is not to argue that specific US practices and meclanisrts are easily
tsarulahble to othernational spaceprograms. the sheermagnitudeof
the US activity means that many of the prac{ices and nrechanisrns are
simply not reproduceable In much more modest programs.
Nevertheless, general principles can be discerned - both positive and
negative. On the negative sidg it is important to ensure that the
compromises required by ioint programs are mutually beneficial
rather than subbactive. (Many commentators have argued, for
example, that the compromises to the NASA Shuttle design caused by
the need to satisfy the requirements of the defence and intelligence
community, in a situation of declining budgetary allocations in the
lgT0s,contributed directly to the Clallngn disaster in ]anuary 198d).3s
More generally, the US practice demonstrates the need to eruure that
civil-militaqy collaboration does not lead to the military interests
overwhelming and distorting the civil programs and priorities. (Many
senior NASA personnel have reportedly expressed anrdety about the
'virtual military takeovey' of the Shuttle program.)36 There is

See Daniel Charles, 'Spy Satellites: Entering a New Erd, Scimce,
No1.243, No.4898), 24 March 1989, pp.1547-1543; Cralg Covault,
?econ Satellites Lead Allied Intelligence Effor(, Aoiationwe* g
SpaceTechnology,4 February 1997,pp.25-26; and Kenneth I. Presti,
Desert Storm Tests Warnin& Spy Sat Systems', Wrehington
Technology, 21 February 7991, p.72.
'Sovieb Had Desert Storm Role' , Sigtul,fuly 1991, p.9.
See, for example, Malcolm McConnell, Clullnga: A lvlajor
Malfunction, (Unwin Paperbacks, London, 198n, pp.37.43; and
foseph f. Trento, Praoiption for Disastu: From tlu Glory $ Apollo to
the Betraynl of the Shuttle, (Crown Publishers, Inc.,-New York,
198n, pp.101-103.
See Reginald Turnill (d.l,lands Spaceflight Dirutory 7g87, gan€s
Publishing Company Umited, London, Third Edition, l9B7),
p347.
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obviously little chance of this happening in Australia's circumstances.
Nevertheless, it would be fruitful for Australia,s space planners to
carefully assess the US practice with respect to civit-mititary
cooperation.

The LIK Scene:

In Britain in the early 1980s, reflecting many of the same
concerns that weredeveloping in Australia at that time, policy-makers
and others from the scientific community and industry with a
signi$cant {lterest in space began searching for a strategy to promote a
coordinate British space activities. In fanuary 1985, following a high-
level enquiry chaired by sir Robin Nicholson, then the Goveinmenrs
chief scientific Adviser, the Government decided to establish the
B{lilh National Space Centre (BNSC). The purpose of the BNSC,
which was set up in November 1985, was 'to improve the development
of space-techglogy in the United Kingdom, ... to co-ordinate-policy

19re glfectively, ... and provide a shaqper focus for Britain,s space
effofl.t7

- Although the BNSC has done much to improve on the
fragmented approach which had preceded its creation, its
adtievements have fallen short of the original intentions. Hence, as a
select c-ommittee of the House of Lords cbncluded in December 19g7,
the UK remains 'effectively without a space poligl.aa

There are two principal reasons for the lack of success of the
BNsc, both of which are relevant to Australia's current circumstances.
The first is that the centre is not strong enough as an agency to achieve
a'targeted assessment of objectives, funding and progiammes, Jg The
centre has not been given the funds to enable it to promote British
space science, technology or industry, and lacks the bureaucratic-

37 See House of lords, Select Committee on Science and Technology,
ynilen Kingdotn Space Policy: Volume 1 - Report, (Her Majest/s
Stationeqy Office, [.ondon, 1988), p.20.

3E lhiil.,p.9.
39 fanres Eberle and Helen Waltace, Britbh Space poliry arut

lntqrutiotul C-ollabuation, (Chatham House Papers i.Io.a2,
publlshed for The Royal lnstitute of Internationai Affairs by
Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1982), p.xiii.
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poliHcal weight to effectively promulgate a national space policy or to
effectively contol over or impose any iudgement on priorities behueen
Britainls space activities.

Second, the defence and civilian dimensions of the British
space effort 'are still not integrated'40 - a maior weakness when the
Ministry of Defence spends more on spacerelated activities (some
f116 m. in l9U/87) than the total expenditure of other Departments
(about f100 m in 1986/87)ll and where the same technologies 'and
often the same missions and satellites serve both civilian and military
purposes'.42

Integration of the defence and civilian dimensions of the
British space effort is hampered by the lack of any coherent space
pohcy within the Ministqy of Defence itself. Despite the fact that the
MoD is the major player in the British space scene, space is not high on
the agenda within the MoD. Space is regarded as something whidr is
useful in facilitating certain existing military functions, such as
communications and surveillance, but not a domain which is
'important in itseF.a3 Hence, the parameters of the British defence
space activities have been suboptimised in terms of other defence
obiectives and missions, and the MoD has been unable to contribute to
the definition and development of a British national space policy.4{

Australlan Defence Perspectives:

The principal obstacles to the incoqporation of Defence
perspectives and activities into a national Australian spac€ policy and
program are, first, the sensitivity of many of the defence space
activities, particularly those involving space-related intelligence
operatiorrs; and, second, the lack of any single coherent or
comprehensive Defencs perspective on space matterr - let alone any

lbiil.,p.xii.
House of Lords, Select Committee on Science and Technology,
Uniteil Kingilon Space P olicy, pp.2slzt.
fames Eberle and Helen Wallace, British Space policy anit
Inter rutiotul CoIl aborutior, pp.xii-xiii.
lbdd.,pp.4l44.
tud..
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single focal poTt within the Defence establishment for developing and
representing a Defence position on space matters.

Rather, there is a myriad of Defence units, branches, sections,
facilities and laboratories concerned with various particular aspects of
fpace - induding planners within the Departmen[ of Defence lnd the
Headquarters of the Australian Defence Force (HeADF), managers
and financial administrators within the capital equipment
procurement ar@s, operators and users of space systems in the
senrices, scientists in the defence R&D comm.rt ity, and significant
elements within the Ausbalian inteltigence conununity. More
specifically, these include:

o the Ioint Defence Facilities Section of the International
Polic,y Dvision under the Deputy Secretary Strategic
and Intelligence in the Department of Defence, which
is resporuible for the development and
rmplelenlation of policy in relation to the joint
Australia/US defence facilities;

o the Force Development and Analysis (FDA) Division
under the Deputy Secretary Strategic and Intelligence,
which,is responsible for policy advice on the space.
related capabilities required for defence operations
and intelligence suppor$

o the Capital Equipment Program Division under the
Deputy Secretary Acquisition and Logistics in the

$parfnent of Defence, which is responsible for the
development and review of maior capitat equipment
programs (such as the Australian Defence Satellite
Communications Station currently being constructed
at- Kojarena, WA), including the provision of poliry
advice on technical, financial, resource 

- 
and

commercial aspects of capital equipment acquisitions;
o the Military Sbategy and Concepts (MSC) Branch of

the Development Division in the Headquarters of the
Australian Defence Force (HQADF), which is
responsible for the development of military aspects of
stsategic guidance, ADF long-range plans, operational
concepts, force development objectives and
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infrastructural support requirements concerning
space-related systems and capabilities;

o the Communications and Information Systems (CIS)
Branch of Development Division in HQADR which is
responsible for the development of poliqy concerning
space-related communications and information
systems;

. numerous elements of the Army, RAtrI and RAAF,
which are reslx)nsible for the development of Service
requirements for space-related communications,
navigation and information systems;

. numerous elements of the Army, MN and RAAF,
which are responsible for the operation and
maintenance of Service space-related communications,
navigation and information systems;

o elements of the Defence Signals Directorate (DSD),
which are responsible for the development, operation
and maintenance of the DSDs SATCOM SIGINT
facilities; the satellite communications links (such as
the Conooy, Simpson and Maroon Shielil nevtorks) for
relaying SIGINT; and the processing and analysis of
SATCOM SIGINT;

o the Imagery Exploitation Section and Geographic
Information System (GIS) elements of the Defence
Intelligence Organisation (DIO), which are involved in
the processing and exploitation of remote sensing
data, including that acquired from space-based
systenB;

o the Space and Special Projects Branch of the Defence
Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO), which
is responsible for the coordination and provision of
technical policy advice on existing and potential
intelligence, surveillance and other applications of
space technologyi

o the Surveillance Research laboratory (SRL) of the
DSTq Salisbury, which is involved in researdr and
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development of space'based radar and optoelectronic
surveillance techniques and capabilities; and

. the Electronics Research laboratory (ERL) of the
DSTq Salisbury, which is involved in R&D
concerning satellite communications, SIGINT and
electronic warfare techniques and capabilities.

These various organisational entities within the Defence
establishment have different objectives, interests and perspectives, and
have varying degrees of bureaucratic/political power with which to
pursue their disparate goals. Cooperation between them is generally
quite good, although there is sometime competition and tensio& and
the compartsnentalisation of the more sensitive activities remains a
powerful impediment to full cooperation. There is no machinery for
reconciling the diversity of interests and goals. The exbemely
sensitive nature of the spacerelated intelligence activities and some of
the defence progranui places a real constraint on the extent of inter-
action and cooperation within the Defence establishment.
Nevertheless, the lines of compartmentalisation are not immutable.
Many were defined as much by historical circumstances as by current
sectrrity conctrrui. Moreover, the compartmentalisation provides
significant privileges for some elemenb of the community, in terms of
resource rnanagenrent, oversight and political access, which the
privileged elements are understandably loath to concede. In the
bureaucratic/political context, the security considerations are, at least
sometimes, inevitably used as an excuse to frusbate more extensive
cooperation.

On the other hand, there has clearly been an increasing
recognition on the part of some elements of the Defence establishment
of the benefits, to both Defence and the broader national interest, of
Defence doing more both to coordinate its own disparate goals and
activities and to support a national space effort. This is especially
apparent within the Air Force, where some officers have offered
considered arguments for developing an ADF Space Policy both to
promote the self-reliance capabilities of the ADF and as an essential
ingredient of a comprehensive national space policy.as

4s The work of RAAF officers at the Air Power Studies Centre,
RAAF Fairbairn, and in the office of the Space Co-ordinator under
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It has been suggested that an ADF Space Command should be
established as a new service to integrate- ADF space activities, to
consolidate ADF space requirements, to develop aDF space doctrine,
to prwide an irutitutiondised and forceful advocacy-base, and to
provide a mechanism for liaison and cooperation with the civil space
community.45 such a development would be too ambitious at-this
stage. A more appropriate development wourd be the establishnent
of an Aushalian Defence Space Coordination Office (ADSCOL which
yould operate under the ioint supervision of the Depug Secretary
strategic and Intelligence and ure vice chief of the 

-Deience 
Force

ffcDD. the purview of sudr an office and two-hatted supervisory
arrangement would encompass most of the significant orrrbnt space
activities of the Department of Defence and tle ADR and it w6uH
provide a sufficiently high level focal point for liaison with the
national spacn policy machinery. Furtheievolution of this structure
could occur in acrordance with the future devetopment of ADF space
interests an! gapabilities, the glowttr of Austratia'i space technological
and. industrial capabilities, and the nationar space'policy mactriiery
itself.

the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff in Air Force Office, Russell Hi[,
warranb 

-special menliol in this respect. See also Wing
Commander Kenneth f. Drover, RAAF, Space poan: Mititary
Inryaatioa in Australia's Enaironmant, (Air War C-ollege Researcir
Report, Air University, United States Air Force, Maxwell Air
Force Base, Alabama, March l9$9l,pp.64-79.6 lbiil.,p.6.



CHAPTER 5

coNcrusroNs
It is now more than six years since the Working Parg of the

Australian Acaderny of Tectrnological Sciences under the
Ctrairrnanstrip of Sir Russel Madigan reported that Australia's spac€
poEntial was 'fragmenEd and dispersed' and recrcmmended the
establishment of a national space policy,l and more than five years
since the C,overnnrentannouncd that it had hccepted the thrust of the
lvladigan Reporf s recommendations'.2 However, notwithstanding the
subsequent establishment of the Australian Space Board (ASB) and the
Australian Space Office (ASO) to develop and rnanage a natiornl space
policy and program, there is still no tnrly national policy or policy-
making stmcfirre. The crms of rcference of the ASB and ASO fdl
short of thoseof the statubry authority recommended bythe lvladigan
Repor$ the Government has not provided the funding commitrnent
r€comrnended by the Madigan kpotq and the space activities of the
Defence establishment have not been coordinated with those of the
civil comrunity.

The inability of the ASB and ASO to live up to the
reconrmendations of the lvladigan Report has caused considerable
dissatisfaction within some elenrents of the Australian spac€
community. This is partioilarly the case within the 'research
establishments and cmtres of higher educationl which the Madigan
Report had recommended should receive substantial government-
fundd contracts,3 but which believe that they have been effectively

2

3

Space Science and Technology Working Party of the Austratian
Academy of Teclurological Sciences [chaircd by Sir Russel
Madiganl, A SWU Polrcy fu Australia: A Rryrt Preparel for the
Minista for Science, (Australian Academy of Tectrnolottical
Sciences, Parkville, Vic., Iune 1985), pp.l, 4.
'A Space Policy For Australia', Minista for Inilustry, Technology
anil C-ommq ce N ann Relux N o.774 | 86, 22 Septernber 19t36, p 2.
Space Science and Technology Working Party of the Australian
Academy of Technological Sciences tchaired by Sir Russel
lvladiganl, A Space PoIrcV fu Australia: A RcWt Prryen for the
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ignored by tlrc ASB/ASO. The dissatisfaction is so strong in some
qgarbrs that it has been argued that the ASn7659 stmcture should be
abolished and the proc€ss of esablishing a national space policy and
program should be started again, based on Recommendation 15 of the
lvladigan Report l

It seerrs to me, howerrer, that the obiectives of the lrfadiga"
Report ard the conoerns of some elernents of the space science
comrunity can be satisfied without dismantlittg the stnrcttues
dareloped orrcr tlre past half decade. Rather, the agmda should be b
build on thesestnrctures, to strogthen ard broadenthe capacities and
purviorr of the ASB/ASO, and to seek a greaEr commitment from the
Covernment o pronnting Australia's space activities. The deficiencies
in the current strrctures are due, as mudr as anything else, to
inadequae Government funding. The Goverurert needs to be
pernnded ftat the allocation of additional r€soulces to spac€
activities, particulady in the space science and basic techrology areas,
would have large long-ffir payofft. The o<periena of overceas
countries is uneqgivocat. Investnent commitusrts rnade a decade or
two ago have led b national capabilities ani cpmmercial benefib
whidrcould not have been prcdicted in any specific fashion at the time
btrt whidr are now incontrrovertible.

Together with a stronger C'overnment commitsnent and an
entnnced apprcciation of the value of space science arul basic
technology, there is a need to incorporaE Defence activities inb the
national space policy procss. An essential sbp here is to
establish some coordinating c€ntre within the Defmce establishrnent
itself. This would be achieved by the creation of an Australian Defence
Space C-oordination Office GDSCO) operating under the Deputy
Secreary Sfatqgic and Intelligence ard the VCDF, as discussed in the
prwious section In order to compleE the liaison loop there would
need to be esablished a small section, pertaps coruisting of two or
three people with appropriate s€curity clearances, within the ASO.
Overseas dernonstrates that the security considerations
involved in sensitive space defrnce and inElligence activities are not

Minbter for Sciote, (Australian Acaderry of Tecturological
Scierrcrs, Parkville, Vic.,lune 1985), p.11
Ibiil.,p.ll,58.
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an inevitable obstacle to dose cooperation between the defence and
civil communities.

Austsalia cannot afford to be without a national space pohcy.
The costs of fragnrcntatiory sectional perspectives and duplicated
programs is too great The benefits of comprehensive plaruring, pint
programs and coordinabd infrastnrctural development are irnmense.
It only requires imagination and good will on the part of the concerned
parties for these b be realised. The benefits will accrue in terms of
enlunced defence self-reliance. But they will also be seen in terms of
comncrcial payoffs and an mhanced national capacity to utilise space
to build a betEr world for all of us.
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Australia has been extensively involved in space activities of
one sort or another since the 1950s. In many cases, proiects undertaken
in Australia or Australian products have been at the very forefront of
international developments. But the Australian activity has always
been uneven and fitrul. Opportunities have been lost and investrnents
wasted. We have lacked a national space policy capable of providing
coherence and direction to this activity.

This monograph provides a comprehensive assessment of the
defence elements of an Australian space policy. It derribes in some
detail Australia's defence space activities, including the joint
Australian/US facilities at Pine Gap and Nurmngar; the DSD
SATCOM SIGINT facilities; Australia's involvement in the US Defence
Satellite Communications System (DSCS) and the US Navy's Fleet
Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM) system; Australia's
involvement in navigation, positioning and geodetic satellite systems;
Australia's defence satellite communications programs; and the space-
related activities of the Defence Science and Technology Organi3ation
(DSTO).

The monograph discusses four principal aspects of defence-
civil cooperation with respect to space activities - the exploitation for
national purposes of the skills and experience extant in Australia's
defence and intelligence space activities; the benefits to Defence of the
capabilities developed in the Aushalian aerospace industry; the need
to coordinate defence and civil infrasbuctural development projects
with respect to spac€; and the possibilities for defence-civil cmperation
with respect to satellite surveillance and environmental monitoring
prograrns and capabilities.

Finally, it addresses practical and mechanical considerations
conceming the coordination of Australia's defence, intelligence and
civil space activities. It argues that the appropriate machinery for
coordination should be based on the existing Australian Space Board
(ASB) and Australian Space Office (ASO), and it condudes with some
proposals for strengthening this machinery, including more effective
incorporation of Australia's defence and intelligence space activities in
a national Australian space pohcy.


